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Abstract
This work constructs a well-defined and operational form factor expansion in a model having a massless
spectrum of excitations. More precisely, the dynamic two-point functions in the massless regime of the XXZ spin-
1/2 chain are expressed in terms of properly regularised series of multiple integrals. These series are obtained
by taking, in an appropriate way, the thermodynamic limit of the finite volume form factor expansions. The
series are structured in way allowing one to identify directly the contributions to the correlator stemming from
the conformal-type excitations on the Fermi surface and those issuing from the massive excitations (deep holes,
particles and bound states). The obtained form factor series opens up the possibility of a systematic and exact
study of asymptotic regimes of dynamical correlation functions in the massless regime of the XXZ spin 1/2 chain.
Furthermore, the assumptions on the microscopic structure of the model’s Hilbert space that are necessary so as
to write down the series appear to be compatible with any model -not necessarily integrable- belonging to the
Luttinger liquid universality class. Thus, the present analysis provides also the phenomenological structure of
form factor expansions in massless models belonging to this universality class.
Dedicated to the memory of Ludvig Faddeev
Introduction
It is usually impossible to compute explicitly, in a closed form the correlation functions, be it dynamic or static
ones, in a one-dimensional quantum model. The best one can hope for, and this is in fact enough for most of the
applications, is to come up with an effective theory allowing one to grasp the salient features of the correlators. In
doing so, the few cases of quantum integrable models where the calculations are amenable to an end may serve
as a guiding principle, be it for building some aspects or testing the domain of applicability of such a theory.
The computations of correlation functions in quantum integrable models has a rather long history which goes
back to the late 40s when Kaufman and Onsager [26] computed the row correlations of the 2D Ising model and
1e-mail: karol.kozlowski@ens-lyon.fr
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to the early 60s when Lieb, Mattis and Schultz [54] computed, in closed form, the static correlators of the XY
chain. Their approach was generalised or adapted to many other free fermion equivalent integrable models; the
bottom line being that the correlators in such models are representable in terms of Toepltz determinants or Painlevé
transcendent [4, 24, 56, 72]. Such expressions can be considered as explicit enough in that they allow for a rather
thorough analysis of the various physically interesting asymptotic regimes of the correlators [55, 71, 61], this even
including a rather extensive characterisation of the dynamic response functions [5, 58]. Starting from the mid 90s
new ideas led to explicit, multiple integral based, representations for the correlators in the XXZ spin-1/2 chain, be
it the static [23, 37], the dynamic [35], the static at finite temperature [18] or even the dynamic at finite temperature
[63] ones. Some of the obtained representations for the static correlation functions could even be analysed so as to
extract, starting from first principles, the leading long-distance asymptotitc behaviour of the two point functions
in the massless regime of the chain [29].
Notwithstanding, the very existence of the above representations -just as the possibility to analyse these- is
closely related to the integrable structure of the model and hence, rather far away from the kind of representations
usually dealt with in physics. Indeed, for a general model in finite volume, it appears convenient to characterise
correlators by means of expansions into form factor series or closely related objects. Such series are obtained by
introducing the closure relation between each of the local operators building the correlator. Form factor expan-
sions have the advantage of separating the dynamic (distance and space dependence) part of a correlator from its
operator content (specific dependence on a given operator). This property predestines form factor expansions to
be powerful tools for studying numerous properties of a model, this provided that one can make sense out of their
thermodynamic, viz. infinite volume, limit. It appears that such series are well-defined for models having a mas-
sive spectrum in the thermodynamic limit. In such case, the form factors -matrix elements of local operators taken
between two excited states of the model- go, with an appropriate integer power in the volume, to a form factor
density what allows one to replace, in the thermodynamic limit, the summation over excited states by integrations
over the continua of excited states. This property, along with a system of axioms [25, 28] on the properties that
ought to be satisfied by a form factor in an integrable massive quantum field theory in 1+1 dimensions allowed
for a construction of form factor expansions for numerous instances of such models, see e.g. [3, 68]. Owing to
the mentioned splitting between the dynamical and operator parts, the obtained series were extremely effective for
studying the long-distance behaviour of the correlators.
The situation becomes however problematic in the case of massless models. Indeed, it is expected [8] -and
these expectations have been confirmed for numerous massless quantum integrable models [2, 30, 32, 50, 64]-,
that the form factors have a non-uniform large-volume behaviour: the latter differs depending on whether one of
the excited state contains massless excitations or not. In particular form factors involving massless excitations do
exhibit a non-integer power-law behaviour in the volume what makes it impossible to take the thermodynamic
limit of a finite volume form factors series solely in terms of multiple integrals. Some attempts were made to
obtain form factor expansions in certain massless quantum field theories by taking an appropriate large energy
limit of the massive form factors [11, 57, 62]. However, although systematic, the procedure was not applicable to
numerous operators of interest; the reason being that, for such operators, it produces non-integrable form factor
densities what renders the associated form factor series divergent. This problem takes its origin in the lack of an
appropriate regularising treatment of the vicinity of the massless modes [11]. The cluster property satisfied by the
form factors of primary operators which allows for an effective exponentiation of the series in the infrared limit
[67], indicates that it should be possible to make sense out of the mentioned massless limit, at least in the case
of primary operators. However, obtaining explicit closed expressions through such an approach does not seem so
evident and has not been achieved so far. Still, the mentioned clustering structure was used in [52, 53] to obtain
the first two terms present in the massless form factor expansion of certain specific operators. Thus, at least in
its present state of the art, this approach was not able to produce a clear, systematic and operational procedure
allowing to re-absorb the various local divergences related to the presence of massless modes and re-sum explicitly
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the original massive form factor series into an explicit massless form factor expansion.
A completely different approach for dealing with form factors series in massless integrable models was pio-
neered in [41] for the case of two-point functions in free fermion equivalent models. The idea was to start from
a model in finite volume where there is no problem to define a form factor expansion and then to re-sum the
expansion over the excited states in terms of a finite size matrix. The latter, in the thermodynamic limit, goes to
a Fredholm determinant of an operator id + V, with V being an integrable integral operator [21]. The technique
appeared rather general and turned out to be applicable to dynamical correlation functions at finite temperature [9],
and multi-point correlators [65] in free fermion equivalent models. The Fredholm determinant based representa-
tions allowed for an extensive and very effective characterisation of the asymptotic regimes of the free fermionic
correlators by means of solving auxiliary Riemann–Hilbert problems. For the price of introducing certain aux-
iliary quantum fields [39], the so-called dual fields, it was argued that, at least formally, one can still perform
the summation over all excited states, even in the case of interacting integrable models. Then, the correlators are
expressed in terms of an average, over an auxiliary Hilbert space, of a dual field valued Fredholm determinant
of an integrable integral operator. The presence of dual fields in the kernel of the integrable integral operator
turned out to be an important issue for dealing with such representations. In particular, it posed serious problems
when trying to extract physically interesting asymptotic regimes of the correlators out of such representations
and only partial results could be obtained [22, 66]. The works [46, 51] proposed a more effective method of
resumming a form factor series expansion for interacting integrable models; the latter was based on the concept
of multi-dimensional deformation flows techniques. This led to explict representations of two-point functions in
the non-linear Schrödinger model in terms of objects that can be interpreted as multidimensional generalisations
of a Fredholm determinant. The latter construction allowed for a rather thorough and explicit analysis of the
long-distance and large-time asymptotics of the correlators in this model [46, 51] by means of solving an auxiliary
Riemann–Hilbert problem [45].
One can raise two criticisms. The resummation techniques were strongly relying on the integrable structure
of the model and hence were model specific. Furthermore, the very use of resummations means that the approach
circumvented the issue of defining directly an infinite volume form factor series of a massless model. Thus,
despite some of its successes such as providing an exact confirmation of the universality based predictions for the
asymptotics of correlation functions in massless integrable models, that analysis didn’t allow to get a sufficient
feeling of the very structure of a form factor expansion in a massless model. Yet developping the latter could in
principle allow for building up a phenomenological description of such series in the case of not exactly solvable,
i.e. generic, massless one dimensional quantum models.
Recently, the work [31] proposed a method allowing one to sum up directly, in the long-distance regime, the
expansion of a static two-point function over the so-called critical -i.e. expectation values of local operators taken
between the ground state and the low-lying excited states which exhibit a conformal structure- form factors in
massless integrable models such as the Bose gas or the spin-1/2 XXZ chain. The method was generalised to the
cases of the large-distance behviour of form factor series representing static multi-point [34] correlation function
of these models or static two-point functions in higher rank (multi-species) integrable model [50]. The approach
could have also been conformed to deal with dynamical correlation functions [33] this in large-time and distance
regime and in the case of the non-linear Schrödinger model. These summations allowed for a relatively easy check
of the conformal field theory/non-linear Luttinger liquid based predictions for various asymptotic behaviours of
the correlators in these models. It also allowed to identify the microscopic mechanism, viz. the structure of a
model’s Hilbert space, that is responsable for the model to belong to the Luttinger liquid universality class [49].
However, these summations could only have been done in the asymptotic regime, what allowed to argue and make
use of a certain amout of simplifications in the form factor series.
The purpose of the present work is to push further the observations of [31, 33] so as to develop techniques
allowing one to build explicit form factor expansions for the massless regime of the XXZ spin-1/2 chain, this in the
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thermodynamic limit of the model and for almost any regime of the distance and time. The analysis strongly relies
on the results of [47] where, building on the determinant representations obtained in [36], the author obtained the
large-volume behaviour of the form factors of local operators in the XXZ chain taken between the ground state
and any excited state of the model. This work generalises the earlier analysis [30, 32] of such form factor where
only certain particle-hole excited states were considered.
Main result of the paper
The main result of this paper is the construction of a well-defined infinite volume form factor expansion for the
dynamic two-point functions in the massless regime of the XXZ spin-1/2 chain. This result has several important
downfalls
• The derivation of the series stresses the great care that is needed so as to treat correctly the effects of
the massless modes on the thermodynamic limit of the series. In particular, the summation over such
modes in finite volume cannot be grasped, when taking the thermodynamic limit, by an integration versus
a Lebesgue continuous measure. The correct approach demands to recourse to more involved summation
techniques. The treatment of the massless modes developed in this work, has strong analogies with an
infrared renormalisation and can thus be seen as an exact, non-perturbative, variant thereof. See the work
where similar structures emerge within the constructive renormalisation approach to the XXZ chain.
• The otained series is effective in that, as will be demonstrated in a forthcoming publication, it allows one
to extract rather straightforwardly the large-time and long-distance asymptotic behaviour of the two-point
functions. Since the series has a very close connection with the model’s spectrum, it also allows one to show
that, in the special case of static correlators, the bound states contribute to the large-distance asymptotics on
the level of corrections exponentially small in the distance. Moreover, as will be shown in another subse-
quent work, the series also allows one to extract the so-called edge exponents characterising the power-law
behaviour of the dynamic response functions in the vicinity of the multi-particle or bound state excitation
thresholds.
• The assumptions on the microscopic structure of the model’s Hilbert space that are necessary so as to write
down the infinite volume form factor expansion in the massless regime of the XXZ chain appear, in fact, to
be satisfied by any model -not necessarily integrable- belonging to the Luttinger liquid universality class.
Thus, the results of present paper also provides one with the phenomenological form taken by a form factor
expansion in a massless model belonging to this universality class.
Outline of the paper
The paper is organised as follows. Section 1 introduces the model of interest and some notations. This section also
outlines the main result obtained in the paper. Section 2 discusses the microscopic structure of the Hilbert space
associated with the massless regime of the XXZ spin-1/2 chain. Subsection 2.1 discusses the parametisation of the
Eigenstates. Subsection 2.2 discusses the structure of the spectum above the ground state in the large volume limit.
Subsection 2.3 discusses the large-volume behaviour of form factors. Section 3 is devoted to the computation of
the thermodynamic limit of the form factor expansion of dynamical two-point functions in the massless regime of
the XXZ spin-1/2 chain. Various preliminary transformations are implemented in Subsections 3.1-3.2 while the
per se thermodynamic limit of the form factor expansion is obtained in Subsection 3.3. This series is recast within
the momentum representation in Subsection 3.4 and the dynamic response functions are computed in Subsection
3.5. Finally, Section 4 discusses briefly how the present result provides one with the phenomenological form
of form factor expansions in massless non-integrable models belonging to the Luttinger liquid university class.
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The paper contains three appendices which gather some technical results of interest to the analysis. Appendix A
discusses the description of the observables in the XXZ spin-1/2 chain. Subappendix A.1 discusses the various
solutions of linear integral equations which parmetrise the spectrum of the model. Subappendix A.2 recalls the
existence conditions of the bound states. Appendix B evaluates the action of an operator that arises in the course
of taking the thermodynamic limit of the form factor series. Finally, Appendix C evaluates an integral which arises
in the context of computing the dynamical response functions.
1 Main results
1.1 The model
The XXZ spin-1/2 chain refers to a system of interacting spins in one dimension described by the Hamiltonian
H = J
L∑
a=1
{
σxa σ
x
a+1 + σ
y
a σ
y
a+1
+ cos(ζ)σza σ
z
a+1
}
− h
2
L∑
a=1
σza . (1.1)
H is an operator on the Hilbert space hXXZ = ⊗La=1ha with ha ≃ C2. The matrices σγ, γ = x, y, z are the Pauli
matrices and the operator σ
γ
a acts as the Pauli matrix σ
γ on ha and as the identity on all the other spaces. The
Hamiltonian depends on three coupling constants:
• J > 0 which represents the so-called exchange interaction ;
• cos(ζ) which parametrises the anisotropy in the coupling between the spins in the longitudinal and transverse
directions;
• h > 0 which measures the intensity of the overall longitudinal magnetic field that is applied to the chain.
Throughout this work I shall focus on the following massless anti-ferromagnetic regime of the chain: −1 <
cos(ζ) < 1, i.e. ζ ∈]0 ; π[, and hc = 8J cos2(ζ/2) > h > 0. I will assume periodic boundary conditions, viz.
σ
γ
a+L
= σ
γ
a.
Given a spin operator O1 acting on h1, the translation invariance of the chain ensures that the time and space
evolved operator Om+1(t) takes the form
Om+1(t) = e
imP+iHt · O1 · e−itH−imP , (1.2)
where P is the momentum operator and hence, eiP is the translation operator by one-site.
At zero temperature, the finite volume two-point functions are given by the ground state |Ω 〉 expectation
values〈
Ω |σγ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
|Ω 〉 . (1.3)
Note that this way of writing down the two-point function has been chosen so as to ensure that the obtained rep-
resentations for the correlators involve combinations of the dressed energies εa and momenta pa of the excitation
in the form of a difference mpa − tεa. This plays only a cosmetic role in the analysis and the usually used two
point function correlator
〈
Ω |σγ′
1
σ
γ
m+1
(t)|Ω 〉 can be recovered by the substitution t ֒→ −t. Note also that the
relative sign in the t&m dependent terms in (1.2) issues from the choice of the sign of the Hamiltonian and of the
anisotropy cos(ζ) in (1.1). Furter, here and in the following, the operator σ
γ′
1
is defined by σ
γ′
1
= (σ
γ
1
)† where †
stands for the Hermitian conjugation. The presumably existing (this limit exists for t = 0 as follows by putting
together the results of [37, 43]) infinite volume limit of the two-point function is the object of main interest to this
work. It will be denoted as〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
= lim
L→+∞
{〈
Ω |σγ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
|Ω 〉} . (1.4)
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1.2 The main result
The main result of this work consists in constructing a well-defined, viz. free of any divergencies, form factor series
expansion for the thermodynamic limit of the dynamical two-point functions
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
in the massless regime
of the XXZ spin 1/2 chain. The obtained form factor expansion is valid in the region where v = m/t , ±vF , with
vF the Fermi velocity of the model. It is given by the series of multiple integrals:
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
= (−1)msγ
∑
n∈S
∏
r∈N
{ ∫
(
C (δ)r
)nr
dnrν(r)
nr! · (2π)nr
}
·
∫
(
C (δ)
h
)nh
dnhµ
nh! · (2π)nh · F
(γ)(Y) ·∏
υ=±
{
eiυmℓυpF[ − imυ]ϑ2υ(Y)
}
×
∏
r∈N
nr∏
a=1
{
eimpr(ν
(r)
a )−itεr(ν(r)a )
}
·
nh∏
a=1
{
eitε1(µa)−imp1(µa)
}
·
(
1 + rδ,m,t
(
Y
))
. (1.5)
This formula demands some explanations.
• The series contains the relativistic combination of time and distance
mυ = υm − vF t . (1.6)
• sγ corresponds to the pseudo-spin of the operator σγ1:
sz = 0 and s± = ∓1 . (1.7)
More precisely, −sγ corresponds to the relative to the ground state longitudinal spin of the excited states
that are connected to the ground state by the operator σ
γ
1
.
• The sum in (1.5) runs through all possible choices of integers
n =
({nr}r∈N, nh, ℓυ) (1.8)
parametrising the various types of massive excitations. nr counts the various types, labelled by r ∈ N ⊂ Z, of
massive excitations. Here 1 ∈ N and more specifically n1 counts the so-called particle excitations. nh counts
the hole excitations. Finally, ℓ± ∈ Z are the Umklapp deficiencies which encode the difference between the
numbers of massless particles and holes forming in the swarm of zero-energy excitations lying on the left
(+) and right (−) Fermi boundary of the model. These integers are subject to the constraints
nh =
∑
υ=±
ℓυ +
∑
r∈N
rnr . (1.9)
• The massive excitations of type r are parametrised by the rapidities ν(r)a and the massive hole excitations
are parametrised by the rapidities µa. The macroscopic variables (rapidities and Umklapp deficiencies)
characterising a given excitation are all gathered in the set
Y =
{
{µa}nh1 ; {{ν(r)a }nra=1}r∈N ; {ℓυ}
}
. (1.10)
• The rapidities of the various excitations evolve on curves C (δ)r and C (δ)h . For r ≥ 2 these curves are either
given by R or by R + iπ/2, this depending on the value of r, c.f. Figure 5 and Section A.2. These curves
are δ independent. The particle, resp. hole, rapidity curves C (δ)
1
= C (δ)p , resp. C
(δ)
h
, are depicted in Figure
6. These curves coincide with
{
R \ [−q ; q]} ∪ {−R + iπ/2}, resp. [−q ; q], with the exception of a vicinity of
±q. There, the curves stay at a distance of the order δ from ±q and avoid this point, in such a way that the
associated particle, resp. hole, oscillatory exponential factor in the second line of (1.5) has modulus smaller
than one.
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• The particle, resp. hole, excitations carry a dressed momentum p1(ν(1)a ), resp. p1(µa), and a dressed energy
ε1
(
ν
(1)
a
)
, resp. ε1
(
µa
)
. The r-bound state excitations, r ∈ N \ {1}, carry a dressed momentum pr(ν(r)a ) and a
dressed energy εr
(
ν
(r)
a
)
. The definition of all these quantities can be found in (A.2), (A.3) and (A.7).
• F (γ)(Y) corresponds to the form factor density squared of the operator σγ
1
taken between the ground state
and an excited state whose massive excitations are parametrised by Y. More details on the form factor
density can be found in Sub-section2.3.
• ϑ2υ(Y) corresponds to the critical exponent governing the large-distance long-time decay associated with the
excitations characterised by the collection of rapidities Y. Its explicit expression can be found in (2.37) and
(2.38).
• rδ,m,t
(
Y
)
is a remainder that is controlled as
rδ,m,t
(
Y
)
= O
(
δ| ln δ| +
∑
υ=±
(
δ2|mυ| + δ ln |mυ| + e−δ|mυ |
))
(1.11)
with mυ given in (1.6). Although the remainder is not provided explicitly in this work, it can, in principle,
be computed, order-by-order up to the desired precision in powers of 1/mυ and ln |mυ|/mυ.
• The form factor series depends on an auxiliary control parameter δ > 0 which is arbitrary and can be taken
as small as necessary. This dependence manifests itself on the level of the remainder rδ,m,t
(
Y
)
and in the
way the integration curves C (δ)
1
and C (δ)
h
are deformed in the vicinity of the endpoints ±q of the Fermi zone.
1.3 Comments
The parameter δ emerges in the course of the analysis as a means to separate between the massive and massless
constituents of the spectrum. Indeed, due to a qualitatively different structure of the form factors associated
with these two kinds of excitations, each of these demands a separate and completely different treatment. The
magnitude of this separation is arbitrary what means that, on the level of (1.5), the parameter δ can be taken as
small as necessary. However, it cannot be set directly to zero. Indeed, the form factor densities F (γ)(Y) exhibit
non-integrable singularities when a particle’s rapidity ν
(1)
a or a hole’s rapidity µa approaches one of the endpoints
±q of the Fermi zone [−q ; q]. Furthermore, the integration curve C (δ)p , resp. C (δ)h , approaches
{
R\[−q ; q]
}
∪
{
−R+
iπ/2
}
, resp. [−q ; q], when δ → 0+. Then one can argue that any given multiple particle-hole integral produces, in
the δ→ 0+ limit, logarithmically diverging contributions of the form P(ln δ) with P a polynomial depending on the
integral. These divergences are reminiscent of the problems with dealing correctly with the infrared divergencies
of a theory. It is important to stress nonetheless that the correlator
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
does not depend on δ and thus,
obviously, has a well-defined δ → 0+ limit. However, obtaining the latter on the level of the series would demand
non-trivial resummations that would end up in destroying the very structure of the form factor expansion which is
at the root of its usefulness for applications. Thus the presence of a regularising parameter δ appears necessary if
one wants to preserve the salient features of a form factor expansion.
I refer to the core of the paper so as to obtain a deeper understanding of the expansion and its constituents,
Section 2.2 in what concerns the spectrum, Section 2.3 in what concerns the large volume behaviour of the form
factors of local operators and, finally, Section 3.3 where the above representation is obtained.
Finally, one should mention that the above series can be recast in the momentum representation, c.f. Section
3.4, in particular equation (3.75). Also, the form factor expansion (1.5) allows one to compute the dynamical
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response function subordinate to the two-point function
S (γ)(k, ω) =
∑
m∈Z
∫
R
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉 · ei(ωt−km)dt . (1.12)
The explicit expression of S (γ)(k, ω) can be found in (3.88)-(3.89).
One could get the wrong impression that the presence of a regularisation parameter δ and of a non-explicit
remainder rδ,m,t
(
Y
)
limits the usefulness of the obtained form factor expansion. First of all, I stress that within the
setting developed in the core of the work, rδ,m,t
(
Y
)
can be computed, at least in principle, to an arbitrary precision.
However, the estimates (1.11) are already enough for practical applications. As a matter of fact, in its present
form, the series is fully operational on a technical level. It will be show in forthcoming publications that, by
choosing suitable values for δ, the series allows one, by solely relying on saddle-point techniques, to access the
asymptotic regimes of the two-point functions: their long-time and large-distance asymptotics on the one hand
and, on the other hand, the power law-behaviour in the frequency that characterises the non-smooth behaviour of
the dynamical response functions in the vicinity of the edges of the excitations thresholds -in particular to access
to the so-called edge exponents-.
2 The microscopic structure of the XXZ chain’s Hilbert space
2.1 Parametrisation of the Eigenstates
The Eigenstates and energies of the XXZ spin-1/2 chain can be obtained within the Bethe Ansatz. In this approach,
the Eigenstates |Υ 〉 and associated energies ÊΥ are parametrised by a set Υ consisting of auxiliary parameters, the
so-called Bethe roots [6, 60]. In the following, I will reserve the notation |Ω 〉 for the ground state of H and denote
by Ω the collection of Bethe roots characterising the ground state.
One expects that, in the thermodynamic limit L → +∞, only Eigenstates having a finite excitation energy
relatively to the ground state, i.e. such that limL→+∞ ÊΥ − ÊΩ < +∞, should contribute to the zero-temperature
correlation functions of the model (see [46] for a more precise discussion of this phenomenon. Notably, in this
work, the property has been proven to hold for free fermion equivalent models.). I will thus only discuss the
structure of these Eigenstates.
According to the general Bethe Ansatz reasonings, the ground state |Ω 〉 is described by a collection of N real
parameters, the ground state Bethe roots. The value of N is fixed by the magnetic field hc > h > 0. When L → +∞,
one has that N → +∞ in such a way that N/L → D ∈ [0 ; 1/2[ and the value of D is uniquely determined by
h. The associated ground state Bethe roots then form a dense distribution on a symmetric segment [−q ; q] whose
endpoint q is fixed by h [15]. The interval [−q ; q] is called the Fermi zone of the model.
Eigenstates of the XXZ spin-1/2 chain having a finite relative excitation energy above the ground state can be
seen as a collection of dressed excitations above the Fermi zone [−q ; q] of the model [7, 12, 13, 16, 20] which
take place in a spin s sector relatively to the ground state. These excitations can be gathered into three classes: the
particles, the holes and the bound states. Any bound state excitation is necessarily massive. However, the particle
or hole excitations can be either massless or massive.
There exist several branches of bound state excitations in the XXZ chain. They are labelled by an integer r.
In the Bethe Ansatz language, an "r-bound state" corresponds to a collection of Bethe roots forming a string of
length r ≥ 2 and, hence, is called an r-string [6]. For given ζ ∈]0 ; π[ there may or may not exist an upper bound
rmax on the allowed length of a string. This depends on whether ζ/π is rational or not [69]. In the following, if
there is no upper bound, one should simply take rmax = +∞. Furthermore, for fixed ζ, an r-string may only arise
when r takes values in a subset Nst of [[ 2 ; rmax ]]. The fact that an r string exists or not depends on the continued
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fraction decomposition of ζ/π. The conditions fixing the allowed lengths of strings were first argued by Suzuki
and Takahashi in [70] and, subsequently, Korepin [40] argued the form of these conditions on the basis of the
normalisability of the wave function for the Thirring model. Korepin’s arguments were applied to the XXZ chain
simultaneously by Hida [19] and by Fowler, Zotos in [17]. However, per se, these arguments only hold in the
ferromagnetic sector D = 0, i.e. for the model at h large enough. Other fine effects come into play when N/L has
non-zero limit. The author [44] corrected the form of these conditions by taking rigorously the large-L limit. This
correct form of the constraints for the existence of an r bound state is recalled in Appendix A.2.
When L is large, a given excited state |Υ 〉 having a finite excitation energy relatively to the ground state can
thus be parametrised by its spin sΥ relatively to the ground state and by the collection of rapidities of the various
excitations:
RΥ =
{{
λ
(p)
ma
}n(tot)p
1
∪ {λ(h)
m′a
}n(tot)
h
1
}
∪
{{
ν
(r)
d
(r)
a
}nr
a=1
}
r∈Nst
. (2.1)
For finite L, the rapidities in (2.1) satisfy to the higher level Bethe Ansatz equations
ξ̂1
(
λ
(p)
ma | RΥ
)
= 2π
L
ma , ξ̂1
(
λ
(h)
m′a
| RΥ
)
= 2π
L
m′a and ξ̂r
(
ν
(r)
d
(r)
a
| RΥ
)
= 2π
L
d
(r)
a . (2.2)
ξ̂a are the so-called counting functions [10, 14, 38]. When a = 1, they are associated with the particle-holes
rapidities and, more generally, when a = r ≥ 2 with the r-strings rapidities. The equations (2.2) involve three
types of integers ma, m
′
a and d
(r)
a which belong to the sets
ma ∈ [[−M− ; M+ ]] \ [[ 1 ; N + sΥ ]] , m′a ∈ [[ 1 ; N + sΥ ]] , d(r)a ∈ [[−M(r)− ; M(r)+ ]] . (2.3)
The integers M±, M
(r)
± and N all go linearly with L to infinity.
A given excited state |Υ 〉 in the spin sΥ sector above the ground state corresponds to the choice of the integers
n
(tot)
p , n
(tot)
h
and nr, r ∈ Nst, satisfying to the constraint
n
(tot)
h
= n
(tot)
p +
∑
r∈Nst
rnr n
(tot)
h
∈ [[ 0 ; κL ]] (2.4)
and then to the choice of increasing sequences of integers
m1 < · · · < mn(tot)p , m
′
1 < · · · < m′n(tot)
h
and d
(r)
1
< · · · < d(r)nr , (2.5)
such that each of the involved integers belongs to its respective domain as given in (2.3). Here, κL is some
arbitrary sequence such that κL/
√
L −→
L→+∞
+∞ and κL/L −→
L→+∞
0. It is believed that only excited states such that
0 ≤ n(tot)
h
≤ κL may have a finite thermodynamic limit of their excitation energy above the ground state. Note that
since n
(tot)
h
is finite, (2.4) necessarily implies that, for the given excited state under consideration,
{
r ∈ Nst : nr , 0}
is a finite set. This is a non-trivial constraint when ζ/π is irrational as the set of allowed string lengths Nst is
unbounded.
The rapidities arising in (2.1) have different origins:
• λ(h)a are the rapidities of the hole excitations. In the L → +∞ limit and when a runs through [[ 1 ; N + sΥ ]],
λ
(h)
a runs through [−q ; q].
• λ(p)a are the rapidities of the particle excitations. When L → +∞ and a runs through the subset of integers
[[−M− ; M+ ]] \ [[ 1 ; N + sΥ ]], the rapidities vary on
{ − R + iπ/2} ∪ {R \ [−q ; q]}. Here −R indicates that
the set is skimmed through along the opposite orientation.
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• ν(r)a are the rapidities of the r-strings. An r-string is characterised by a definite parity δr which is either 0
or 1. If the r-string has zero parity, then its rapidity is real valued, whereas, if it has parity one, its rapidity
belongs to R + iπ/2. When L → +∞ and d(r)a runs through [[−M(r)− ; M(r)+ ]], the r-string rapidity varies on
srR + δriπ/2. Here sr = 1 or −1 and encodes the orientation along which the set is skimmed through.
Given any configuration R of parameters -not necessarily solving (2.2)-
R =
{{
λ
(p)
a
}n(tot)p
1
∪ {λ(h)a }n(tot)h1 } ∪ {{ν(r)a }nra=1}r∈Nst (2.6)
such that the cardinalities of the respective sets satisfy (2.4), the counting functions takes the form
ξ̂r
(
ω | R) = pr(ω) − 1
L
F̂r
(
ω | R) + δr,1N + 1
2L
. (2.7)
The functions pr have the interpretation of the dressed momenta of the excitations associated with ξ̂r. They are
defined as solutions to linear integral equations, c.f. Appendix A.1 for more details. The functions F̂r appearing
in (2.7) depend on R and are analytic functions of their arguments provided that these stay in a neighbourhood of
the domains of condensation of the associated rapidities. They are such that
|F̂r(ω | R)| ≤ C · (n(tot)p + n(tot)h + ∑
r∈Nst
rnr
)
, (2.8)
uniformly in the rapidities contained in R and in ω belonging to a neighbourhood of R∪ {R+ iπ/2}. Furthermore,
they obey reduction properties when some of the rapidities of the particles or holes become close to the Fermi
boundaries ±q. More precisely, assume that the particle and hole rapidities present in R partition as
{
λ
(p)
a
}n(tot)p
1
= Υ
(p)
+ ∪
{
ν
(1)
a
}n1
1 ∪ Υ(p)− and
{
λ
(h)
a
}n(tot)
h
1
= Υ
(h)
+ ∪
{
µa
}nh
1
∪ Υ(h)− . (2.9)
The rapidities building up the sets Υ
(p)
± =
{
λ±a
}n±p
1
, resp. Υ
(h)
± =
{
µ±a
}n±
h
1
, are at most within a distance δ of the
endpoints ±q of the Fermi zone:
|λυa − υq| ≤ δ and |µυa − υq| ≤ δ . (2.10)
Here, δ > 0 is some fixed, sufficiently small parameter that is L-independent. In their turn, the "bulk" rapidities µa
and ν
(1)
a are all uniformly away from the endpoints of the Fermi zone∣∣∣µa − υq∣∣∣ > δ and ∣∣∣ν(1)a − υq∣∣∣ > δ for υ ∈ {±} . (2.11)
Up to precision δ, the rapidities in Υ
(p/h)
± can be thought of as collapsing on the right (+), resp. left (−),
endpoint of the Fermi zone. The integers
ℓυ = n
υ
p − nυh (2.12)
encode the discrepancy between the numbers of particles and holes collapsing on either of the endpoints of the
Fermi zone.
If the decomposition (2.9) holds, the rapidities gathered in R split
R = Y
⋃
υ=±
{
Υ
(p)
υ ∪ Υ(h)υ
}
(2.13)
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into a collection of macroscopic variables of the massive modes
Y =
{{
µa
}nh
1
;
{{
ν
(r)
a
}nr
a=1
}
r∈N ;
{
ℓυ
}}
with N = Nst ∪ {1} (2.14)
and a collection of rapidities Υ
(p/h)
± of the particles and holes belonging to a neighbourhood of the Fermi endpoints,
viz. those giving rise to the massless part of the spectrum.
Then, given the decomposition (2.13) subordinate to δ > 0 as in (2.10), the building blocks of the counting
functions satisfy
F̂r
(
ω | R) = F̂r(ω | Y) + O(δ) (2.15)
what entails that
ξ̂r
(
ω | R) = ξ̂r(ω | Y) + O( δL ) . (2.16)
Finally, F̂r
(
ω | R) admits the large ω asymptotic expansion
F̂r
(
ω | R) = cˇ±r + Cˇ±r e∓2ω + O(e∓4ω) (2.17)
whenℜ(ω)→ ±∞ and ω belongs to an open neighbourhood of R + iδrπ/2 and for some constants cˇ±r , Cˇ±r .
2.2 The spectrum at large-L
The relative to the ground state excitation energy and momentum of an excited state |Υ 〉 parametrised by the
rapidities (2.1) and located in the -sΥ spin sector takes the form
ÊΥ\Ω = E(RΥ) + O(L−1) and P̂Υ\Ω = P(RΥ) + πsΥ + O(L−1) (2.18)
where, given R as in (2.6), one has
E(R) = n
(tot)
p∑
a=1
ε1
(
λ
(p)
a
) − n
(tot)
h∑
a=1
ε1(λ
(h)
a ) +
∑
r∈Nst
nr∑
a=1
εr
(
ν
(r)
a
)
(2.19)
P(R) = n
(tot)
p∑
a=1
p1
(
λ
(p)
a
) − n
(tot)
h∑
a=1
p1(λ
(h)
a ) +
∑
r∈Nst
nr∑
a=1
pr
(
ν
(r)
a
)
. (2.20)
The functions εa, resp. pa, are the dressed energies and momenta of the individual excitations. They are
defined as solutions to linear integral equation, c.f. Appendix A.1. Finally, pF = p1(q) is the Fermi momentum.
The form taken by the excitation energy ÊΥ\Ω and the properties of the dressed energies εr, c.f. Appendix A.1,
ensure that
• the bound state excitations are massive, i.e. εr(λ) > cr > 0 for some constant cr on R + δriπ/2, for r ∈ Nst;
• the particle-hole excitation have a massless and a massive branch: one has
ε1 > 0 on
{
R + iπ
2
}
∪
{
R \ [−q ; q]
}
and ε1 < 0 on ] − q ; q[ .
In particular ε1(±q) = 0 so that the massless excitations will correspond to particles, resp. holes, whose
rapidities λ
(p)
a , resp. λ
(h)
a , collapse, in the thermodynamic limit, on the endpoints of the Fermi zone. Such a
collapse is achieved if the integer ma, resp. m
′
a, in (2.2) is of the type N + o(L) -meaning that the rapidity
collapses on q- or 1 + o(L) -meaning that the rapidity collapses on −q-. Hence, the distinction made in
(2.10)-(2.11)
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For further purposes, it is convenient to introduce a special notation for the ratio
v =
m
t
(2.21)
of the distance to time as well as for the combination
U(R, v) = P(R) − 1
v
· E(R) (2.22)
of the excitation momenta and energies which can be recast as
U(R, v) = n
(tot)
p∑
a=1
u1
(
λ
(p)
a , v
) − n
(tot)
h∑
a=1
u1(λ
(h)
a , v) +
∑
r∈Nst
nr∑
a=1
ur
(
ν
(r)
a , v
)
. (2.23)
There, I agree upon
ur
(
λ, v
)
= pr(λ) − εr(λ)
v
. (2.24)
If the configuration of rapidities in R decomposes as (2.13), then the function U(R, v) simplifies to
U(R, v) = U (Y, v) + O(δ) (2.25)
where
U
(
Y, v
)
=
∑
r∈N
nr∑
a=1
ur
(
ν
(r)
a , v
) − nh∑
a=1
u1(µa, v) +
∑
υ=±
υℓυpF . (2.26)
Above, I have introduced the Fermi momentum pF = p1(q).
I refer to [47] where all this is discussed at length.
2.3 The form factors at large-L
The analysis to come will build on the explicit form taken by the large-volume behaviour of the form factors
of the local operators σ
γ
a, γ ∈ {±, z}, namely the expectation values
∣∣∣〈Υ |σγa |Ω 〉∣∣∣2. The large volume behaviour
of
∣∣∣〈Υ |σγa |Ω 〉∣∣∣2 when |Υ 〉 is an excited state as described in Section 2.1 and |Ω 〉 the ground state has been
determined in [47] on the basis of a rigorous analysis. One concludes that there exists an L-dependent function
F̂ (γ) of the rapidities RΥ associated with the excited state |Υ 〉, c.f. (2.1), such that∣∣∣〈Υ |σγa |Ω 〉∣∣∣2 = F̂ (γ)(RΥ) · (1 + O( ln LL )) . (2.27)
The explicit expression of F̂ (γ)
(
R
)
is rather cumbersome and will be of no use in the following. It can be found in
[47]. For further purposes, it is enough to know that it is an analytic function on some small neighbourhood of the
region where the various rapidities evolve. Furthermore, for all r-string rapidities and particle or hole rapidities
uniformly away from ±q, this neighbourhood may be taken L-independent.
The large-L expansion given above is not uniform in respect to the position of the particle-hole rapidities RΥ
given in (2.1), or equivalently in respect to the integers arising in (2.2). It can be further simplified if one provides
additional information on the proximity of the particle-hole rapidities to the endpoints ±q of the Fermi zone. This
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non-uniformness has to do with the fact that the particle or hole excitations on the Fermi boundaries ±q correspond
to the massless excitations of the model.
In order to state the form of the simplified expression, consider a collection of rapidities R, not necessarily
solving (2.2), which partitions as in (2.13). It is convenient to re-parametrise the rapidities in Υ
(p/h)
± as
Zυ
Y
=
{{
υ
[ L
2π
ξ̂1(µ | Y) − Nυ
]}
µ∈Υ(p)υ
;
{
υ
[
Nυ − L2π ξ̂1(µ | Y)
] − 1}
µ∈Υ(h)υ
}
. (2.28)
Then, given the partitioning (2.13), one gets
F̂ (γ)
(
R
)
= :
∏
υ∈{±}
{
Fυ
(
Y | Zυ
Y
)}
:
F (γ)(Y) · (1 + O( ln L
L
+ δ ln δ
))
∏nh
a=1
{
L ξ̂′
1
(µa | Y)
}
·∏r∈N∏nra=1 {L ξ̂′r(ν(r)a | Y)} (2.29)
where the counting functions are as given in (2.2). The : ∗ : symbol appearing in the first factor corresponds to an
operator normal-like ordering; its precise meaning will be discussed below. The form factor F̂ (γ)
(
R
)
factorises
into three parts:
• F (γ)(Y) which should be thought of as the form factor density squared associated with the massive modes
of the model;
• Fυ
(
Y |Zυ
Y
)
which should be thought of as the form factor density squared that is associated with the massless
excitations of the model;
• the denominator containing the counting functions which corresponds to the densities of the massive modes
parametrised by Y.
The form factor density of the massive modes F (γ)(Y) is a smooth function of Y. Its explicit expression can
be found in [47]. The only properties that will be needed is that
i) it has at least a double zero when some rapidities of the same type (i.e. particle, hole or r-string) coincide;
ii) it decays as e∓2rν
(r)
a when the real part of a rapidity ν
(r)
a goes to ±∞;
iii) it has power-law singularities at ±q in respect to the massive particle-hole variables ν(1)a and µa;
iv) it extends to an analytic function of any of the variables present in Y, where each rapidity belongs to an L-
independent, sufficiently small, neighbourhood of the domain where the corresponding excitation rapidities
live. The size of this neighbourhood depends on δ in what concerns the particle-hole rapidities. The form
factor density is also analytic in a neighbourhood of ∞, with the exception of the lines
ν
(1)
a ∈] −∞ ;−q[+ifζ and ν(r)a ∈] −∞ ;−q[+if r±1
2
ζ for r ∈ Nst and modulo iπ (2.30)
this upon agreeing that fη = min
(
η − π⌊η/π⌋, π− η + π⌊η/π⌋). On the above rays, the form factor has a jump
discontinuity which takes the form
F (γ)(Y↑±,s) = F (γ)(Y↓±,s) . (2.31)
This boundary value problem involves two sets of variables:
Y
↑
σ,s =
{{
µa
}nh
1
;
{{
ν
(r)
a
}nr
a=1
}
r∈N ;
{
ℓυ
}}
ν
(s)
b
=x+if s+σ
2
ζ+i0
+
(2.32)
Y
↓
σ,s =
{{
µa
}nh
1
;
{{
ν
(r)
a
}nr
a=1
}
r∈N ;
{
ℓυ + υu
σ
s
}}
ν
(s)
b
=x+if s+σ
2
ζ−i0+
(2.33)
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with x < −q. All the rapidities in Y↑/↓σ are taken generic with the exception of ν(s)b which ought to be
specialised as stated. Above, σ ∈ {±1} if s ≥ 2 and σ = 1 if s = 1. Furthermore, one has
uσr = −sgn
(
π + 2π⌊ r+σ
2π
ζ⌋ − (r + σ)ζ
)
· (1 − δσ,−δr,1) . (2.34)
The first three properties, put all together, can be summarised within the representation
F (γ)(Y) = ∏
r∈Nst
nr∏
a,b
(
ν
(r)
a − ν(r)b
)
· Dn1;nh
({
ν
(1)
a
}n1
1
;
{
µa
}nh
1
)
· F (γ)reg
(
Y
)
(2.35)
where one has
Dn1;nh
({
ν
(1)
a
}n1
1
;
{
µa
}nh
1
)
=
n1∏
a=1
(
ν
(1)
a + q
ν
(1)
a − q
)2ϑ(ν(1)a |Y)
·
nh∏
a=1
(
µa − q
µa + q
)2ϑ(µa |Y)
×
∏
υ=±
{ n1∏
a=1
(ν
(1)
a − υq)
nh∏
a=1
(µa − υq)
}2ℓυ
·
nh∏
a,b
(
µa − µb
)
·
n1∏
a,b
(
ν
(1)
a − ν(1)b
)
n1∏
a=1
nh∏
b=1
(
ν
(1)
a − µb
)2 . (2.36)
Above, the exponents ϑ(ω | Y) are related to the opposite of the thermodynamic limit of the shift function
associated with the massive excitation Y. They take the explicit form
ϑ(ω | Y) =
nh∑
a=1
φ1(ω, µa) +
1
2
sγZ(ω) −
∑
r∈N
nr∑
a=1
φr(ω, ν
(r)
a ) −
∑
υ′∈{±}
ℓυ′φ1(ω, υ
′q ) . (2.37)
Here Z is the dressed charge (A.12) and φr the dressed phase (A.11) of an r-string. Note that, for generic param-
eters, the function F (γ)reg
(
Y
)
appearing in the decomposition (2.35) does not vanish when some rapidities coincide
or approach the endpoints ±q of the Fermi zone. Note also that the singularities at ±q in (2.35) that are present
in the D-factor are reminiscent of the fact that the form factor F̂ (γ)
(
R
)
does not admit a uniform in the hole and
particle rapidity, large-L asymptotics. Therefore, these singularities do not correspond to singularities of F̂ (γ)
(
R
)
since, by construction, the rapidities µa and ν
(1)
a are at least at distance δ from υq.
The discrete form factor density Fυ
(
Y | Zυ) associated with the massless modes of the model solely depends
on the rapidities of the massive modes through ϑυ
(
Y
)
which takes the form
ϑυ(Y) = ϑ(υq | Y) − υℓυ . (2.38)
This discrete form factor reads
Fυ
(
Y | Zυ
Y
)
=
∏
µ∈Υ(p)υ
egυ(µ)
∏
µ∈Υ(h)υ
e−gυ(µ) · G
2(1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ)
G2
(
1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ
)
× R
(
Zυ
Y
| −υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ
)
·
(
2π
L
)(ϑυ(Y)+νυ)2
. (2.39)
Zυ
Y
has been defined in (2.28), while gυ(µ) is the differential operator
gυ(µ) =
∑
υ′=±
{
φ1
(
υ′q, µ
) − φ1( υ′q, υq)} · ∂
∂νυ′
|νυ′=0 . (2.40)
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Note that the only explicit, i.e. non-rescaled as in the definition of Zυ
Y
, dependence in (2.39) on the rapidities
contained in Υ
(p/h)
υ is through the action of the operator gυ. The : ∗ : symbol in (2.29) is relatively to the ordering
that has to be imposed on the action of this operator: all the derivatives should appear to the left of the expression
in (2.29) prior to be computed and the ν± → 0 limit should be taken at the very end of the calculations.
Finally, the ratio of Barnes functions G is a normalisation pre-factor while R(Zυ | −υϑυ(Y) − ℓυ) contains the
non-trivial part of the discrete form factor. Given a parameter ν and for Z =
{{pa}np1 ; {ha}nh1 }, it takes the form:
R(Z | ν) = (sin(πν)
π
)2nh nh∏a<b(ha − hb)2 ·
np∏
a<b
(pa − pb)2
nh∏
a=1
np∏
b=1
(ha + pb + 1)2
·
np∏
a=1
Γ2(1 + pa + ν)
Γ2(1 + pa)
·
nh∏
a=1
Γ2(1 + ha − ν)
Γ2(1 + ha)
. (2.41)
It is important for further purposes to state that the exponent ϑυ
(
Y
)
defined in (2.38) and the reduced momentum-
energy combination U
(
Y, v
)
given in (2.26) satisfy jump discontinuities that are identical to those satisfied by the
from factor density F (γ)(Y) (2.31), namely:
ϑυ
(
Y
↑
σ,s
)
= ϑυ
(
Y
↓
σ,s
)
and U
(
Y
↑
σ,s, v
)
= U
(
Y
↓
σ,s, v
)
(2.42)
with s ∈ N, σ ∈ {±1} and where I have used the parametrisation (2.33). Note also that although it follows from
(A.7) that U (Y; v) has cuts along ν(r)a ∈ R+ ± irζ/2 modulo iπ, the function exp
{
iU (Y, v)
}
is continuous across
these lines.
3 The form factor expansion in the thermodynamic limit
3.1 The auxiliary series Ĉ
(γ)
1
(m, t)
The two-point functions admit the form factor series expansion over all the excited states Υ of the model
〈
Ω |σγ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
|Ω 〉 = ∑
Υ
eimP̂Υ\Ω−itÊΥ\Ω ·
∣∣∣〈Υ |σγa |Ω 〉∣∣∣2 . (3.1)
Since the Hilbert space of the model is finite dimensional, the form factor expansion is well defined when L is
finite. However, convergence related subtleties can arise when sending L → +∞ on the level of the form factor
series. To avoid some of these complications and regularise the calculation of the thermodynamic limit of the
two-point function, one should consider the two-point function in the distributional sense with, furthermore, t
being continued to the upper half-plane. This improves significantly the convergence properties of the series. In
particular, the expressions that follow should be understood in the sense of a ℑ(t)→ 0+ limit.
The presumably existing infinite volume limit of the two-point function will be denoted as
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
= lim
L→+∞
{〈
Ω |σγ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
|Ω 〉} . (3.2)
As already discussed, one expects that, in the thermodynamic limit L→ +∞,
i) only those Eigenstates having a finite thermodynamic limit of the relative excitation energy above the ground
state ÊΥ\Ω should contribute to the sum over the excited states defining the form factor expansion of the
correlator. This means that, effectively speaking, the sum over the excited states boils down to a summation
over all integers n
(tot)
p , n
(tot)
h
and nr subject to the constraint (2.4) and then to a summation over all the possible
choices of integers (2.5) belonging to the sets (2.3).
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ii) Only the leading large-L behaviour of the summands in (3.1) will contribute to the thermodynamic limit of
the two-point function.
The two above statements were shown to hold true for a generalised free fermion model in [46] and various
supporting arguments and checks, in the case of the interacting non-linear Schrödinger model, were given in
[46, 51].
Upon dropping the terms in (3.1) that are irrelevant for the thermodynamic limit, one gets
〈
σ
γ′
1
σ
γ
m+1
(t)
〉
= lim
L→+∞
{
Ĉ (γ)
1
(m, t)
}
(3.3)
where Ĉ (γ)
1
(m, t) contains the summation over the excited states whose excitation integers n
(tot)
p , n
(tot)
h
, {nr}r∈Nst ,
collected in n =
(
n
(tot)
p , n
(tot)
h
, {nr}r∈Nst
)
, belong to
Stot =
{(
n
(tot)
p , n
(tot)
h
, {nr}r∈Nst
)
: n
(tot)
h
= n
(tot)
p +
∑
r∈Nst
rnr , n
(tot)
h
∈ [[ 0 ; κL ]]
}
(3.4)
and with rapidities RΥ as in (2.1) and solving the system of equations (2.2):
Ĉ (γ)
1
(m, t) = (−1)msγ
∑
n∈Stot
∑
RΥ
F̂ (γ)
(
RΥ
) · eimU(RΥ ,v) . (3.5)
Note that sγ appearing in (3.4)-(3.5) corresponds to the pseudo-spin of the operator σ
γ
1
which has been defined in
(1.7). Finally, the function U(RΥ, v) appearing in (3.5) has been defined in (2.23).
By using the analiticity of the summand, the summation over the excited states in (3.5) can be recast in terms
of contour integrals by means of the multidimensional residue theorem [1]:
Ĉ (γ)
1
(m, t) = (−1)msγ
∑
n∈Stot
∏
r∈Nst
{∮
Γ
(r)
tot
Dnrν(r)
}
·
∮
Γ
(p)
tot ∗Γ(h)tot
Dn(tot)p λ(p) · Dn(tot)h λ(h) · Ĥ(R) · F̂ (γ)(R) · eimU(R,v) . (3.6)
Above, R contains all the integration variables as in (2.6), while the integration measures read
Dnrν(r) =
nr∏
a=1
{
L ξ̂′r
(
ν
(r)
a | R
)
eiLξ̂r(ν
(r)
a |R) − 1
}
· d
nrν(r)
nr! (2π)nr
, Dn(tot)p λ(p) =
n
(tot)
p∏
a=1
{ L ξ̂′
1
(
λ
(p)
a | R
)
eiLξ̂1(λ
(p)
a |R) − 1
}
· d
n
(tot)
p λ(p)
n
(tot)
p ! (2π)
n
(tot)
p
(3.7)
and Dn(tot)h λ(h) is obtained from Dn(tot)p λ(p) by the exchange of superscripts p↔ h. The counting functions arising in
the definition of the measures are as defined in (2.2). Ĥ(R) is there so as to compensate for the Jacobian arising
from the computation of the multidimensional residues
Ĥ(R) = n
(tot)
h∏
a=1
{
e−iL ξ̂1(λ
(h)
a |R)
iL ξ̂ ′
1
(λ
(h)
a | R)
}
·
n
(tot)
p∏
a=1
{
e−iL ξ̂1(λ
(p)
a |R)
iL ξ̂ ′
1
(λ
(p)
a | R)
}
·
∏
r∈Nst
nr∏
a=1
{
e−iL ξ̂r(ν
(r)
a |R)
iL ξ̂ ′r
(
ν
(r)
a | R
)
}
· det [Dϕ] , (3.8)
where Dϕ is the differential of the map:
ϕ : r 7→
((
eiL ξ̂1(λ
(p)
a |R) − 1
)n(tot)p
a=1
,
(
eiL ξ̂1(λ
(h)
a |R) − 1
)n(tot)
h
a=1
)
,
((
eiL ξ̂r(ν
(r)
a |R) − 1
)nr
a=1
)
r∈Nst
)
. (3.9)
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Here, r = (λ(p), λ(h), ν(r1), . . . , ν(rmax)) with Nst =
{
r1, . . . , rmax
}
is the vector whose entries are the n
(tot)
p/h
-dimensional
vectors
λ(p/h) =
(
λ
(p/h)
1
, . . . , λ
(p/h)
n
(tot)
p/h
)
(3.10)
and the nr-dimensional vectors ν
(r) =
(
ν
(r)
1
, · · · , ν(r)nr
)
whose corrdinates issue from the elements of the respective
sets in R. Note that the order of choosing the coordinates is irrelevant in that all the functions of interest are
symmetric in the coordinates of λ(p), λ(h), or any of the ν(r) taken singly. In the following, such an identification
between vectors and a collection of sets R will be made sometimes, this without further notice. Also, one should
note that since |n| = n(tot)p + n(tot)h +
∑
r∈Nst
nr is finite for each n ∈ Stot, r = (λ(p), λ(h), ν(r1), . . . , ν(rmax)) has, effectively
speaking, a finite number of coordinates.
The integration (3.6) runs along two kinds of contours:
• The contour Γ (r)tot =
(
Γ(r)
)nr is associated with a summation over the possible choices of rapidities for the r-
bound states. The contour Γ(r) is depicted in Figure 1 and consists of a small counterclockwise loop around
R + iπ
2
δr.
• The integration domain Γ(h)tot ∗ Γ(p)tot is associated with a summation over all the possible choices of the hole,
resp. particle, rapidities. It corresponds to an integration over an n
(tot)
p + n
(tot)
h
real dimensional sub-manifold
of Cn
(tot)
p +n
(tot)
h . To define it, one first fixes a given value of the r-string rapidities
{{ν(r)a }nra=1}r∈Nst . Then one
introduces the map
ψ :
(
λ(p), λ(h)
) 7→ ( ξ̂1(λ(p)1 | R), . . . , ξ̂1(λ(p)n(tot)p | R), ξ̂1(λ(h)1 | R), . . . , ξ̂1(λ(h)n(tot)h | R
))
(3.11)
where the r-string rapidities entering in the definition of R are given by the above choice and where the
vectors λ(p/h) are as in (3.10) and built from the respective variables present in R. Then, Γ
(p)
tot ∗Γ(h)tot is defined
as the pre-image
Γ
(p)
tot ∗ Γ(h)tot = ψ−1
((
C(p)
)n(tot)p × (C(h))n(tot)h ) (3.12)
where the one-real dimensional contours C(p/h) are as defined on Figure 2. Although the submanifold
Γ
(p)
tot ∗ Γ(h)tot is not a Carthesian product, effectively speaking and owing to the Carthesian product structure
in the target space of ψ, one can think of each particle, resp. hole, rapidity as being integrated on the
one-dimensional contour depicted in Figure 3. In fact, such a reduction occurs in the large-L limit upon
replacing ξ̂1 by p1.
R + iδrπ/2
α
α
Γ
(r)
−
Γ
(r)
+
Figure 1: Contour Γ(r) = Γ
(r)
+ ∪ Γ(r)− , r ∈ Nst. These contours are taken as Γ(r)ǫ = −ǫR + iδr π2 + iǫα for some α > 0
and small enough.
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RR + iδ
R − iδ
b b b b b b b b
C
(p)
1;+
C
(p)
1;−
C
(p)
0;+
C
(p)
0;−
C
(p)
0;+
C
(p)
0;−
C
(h)
+
C
(h)
−
2π
L
(
M−− 12
)
2π
L
(
M
(r)
− +
1+0+
2
) 2πL
(
M
(r)
− +
1−0+
2
) 2π
L
(
M++
1
2
)
2π
4·L
2π·3
4·L
2π
L
(
N+− 34
)
2π
L
(
N+− 14
)
Figure 2: Contours C(p) =
⋃
υ=±
{
C
(p)
1;υ
∪C(p)
0;υ
}
and C(h) =
⋃
υ=± C
(h)
υ arising in the definition of Γ
(p)
tot and Γ
(h)
tot . Here
N+ = N + 1 + sγ and δ > 0 is some fixed but sufficiently small parameter. The contour
⋃
υ=± C
(p)
0;υ
corresponds to
integrating around solutions to eiL ξ̂1(ω|R) − 1 = 0 that are very close to R while the contour ⋃υ=± C(p)1;υ corresponds
to integrating around solutions that are close to R + iπ
2
. These contours are infinitesimally close to each other as
indicate the ±0+ shifts.
Rb b b b
q̂−
h
q̂+
h
q̂−p q̂+p
R + iπ
2
Γ
(p)
+;1
Γ
(p)
−;1
Γ
(p)
−;0
Γ
(p)
+;0
Γ
(p)
−;0
Γ
(p)
+;0
Γ
(h)
−
Γ
(h)
+
Figure 3: Contours Γ(p) = Γ
(p)
+;0
∪ Γ(p)−;0 ∪ Γ
(p)
+;1
∪ Γ(p)−;1 and Γ(h) = Γ
(h)
+ ∪ Γ(h)− . Here, the endpoints of integration are
defined as q̂−p = p−11
(
2π
4L
)
, q̂−
h
= p−1
1
(
2·3π
4L
)
, q̂+
h
= p−1
1
(
2π
L
(
N+ − 34
))
, q̂+p = p
−1
1
(
2π
L
(
N+ − 14
))
.
3.2 The auxiliary series Ĉ
(γ)
2
(m, t)
The series of multiple contour integrals for Ĉ (γ)
1
(m, t) has still to be transformed so as to be able to compute its
thermodynamic limit. To start with, I shall argue that one can drop several terms that should not contribute to its
thermodynamic limit.
First of all, for fixed n ∈ Stot, the total number of variables in the associated multiple integral appearing in
(3.6) is
|n| = n(tot)p + n(tot)h +
∑
r∈Nst
nr . (3.13)
Hence det
[
Dϕ
]
is the determinant of a finite matrix. Upon using the explicit expression for the counting functions
given in (2.7), and computing the matrix representing the differential, one gets that the matrix has the block
structure
Dϕ =

Mpp Mph . . . Mpr′ . . .
Mhp Mhh . . . Mhr′ . . .
...
...
. . . . . . . . .
Mrp Mrh
... Mrr′ . . .
...
...
...
...
...

(3.14)
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where Mpp is a n
(tot)
p × n(tot)p matrix, Mph is a n(tot)p × n(tot)h matrix, Mpr′ is a n
(tot)
p × nr′ matrix etc. Further, the indices
r, r′ in (3.14) run through {r ∈ Nst : nr , 0}, while the blocks building up the first block line of the matrix read:(
Mpp
)
ab
=
{
iLδabξ̂
′
1
(
λ
(p)
a | R
) − i∂
λ
(p)
a
F̂1(ω | R)|ω=λ(p)
b
}
· eiLξ̂1(λ(p)a |R) , (3.15)
and (
Mph
)
ab
= −i∂
λ
(p)
a
F̂1(ω | R)|ω=λ(h)
b
· eiLξ̂1(λ(h)a |R) ,
(
Mpr
)
ab
= −i∂
λ
(p)
a
F̂r(ω | R)|ω=ν(r)
b
· eiLξ̂r(ν(r)b |R) . (3.16)
Analogours expressions hold for the other block matrices building up Dϕ. Thus, upon factorising the entries
appearing on the diagonal, one gets that
Ĥ(R) = det [I|n| + 1LM(R)] (3.17)
where I|n| is the identity matrix in dimension |n| and M(R) is an |n| × |n| is a matrix with bounded in L coefficients
for bounded rapidities R. Thus, the below pointwise limit holds
lim
L→+∞
{
Ĥ(R)} = 1 . (3.18)
It is thus reasonable to expect that one can replace Ĥ(R) by 1 in the series expansion for Ĉ (γ)
1
(m, t) without
altering the value of its thermodynamic limit. This assumption will be made in the following. We stress that this
assumption is basically equivalent to point ii) mentioned in Sub-Section 3.1, since Ĥ(R) corresponds to 1+O(1/L)
corrections.
Second, observe that the one-dimensional r-string contour integral can be decomposed as
∮
Γ(r)
ξ̂ ′r
(
ν | R) f (ν)
eiL ξ̂r(ν |R) − 1
· dν = −
∫
Γ
(r)
sr
ξ̂ ′r
(
ν | R) f (ν) · dν + ∑
ǫ=±
∫
Γ
(r)
ǫsr
−ǫ ξ̂ ′r
(
ν | R) f (ν)
e−iǫLξ̂r(ν |R) − 1
· dν (3.19)
where the contours Γ
(r)
ǫsr are defined in Figure 1,
sr = sgn
[
p′r
]
|R+iδrπ/2 (3.20)
and f is some holomorphic function inside of Γ(r) such that both f and f ′ decay at least as e−2|ℜ(ν)| at ∞. Here,
ν corresponds to any of the r-string variables contained in R. All the other variables present in R are assumed to
belong to their respective domains of integration, as appearing in (3.6). It is then straightforward to estimate the
large-L behaviour of the sum over ǫ = ± in (3.19) by using the properties of the dressed momentum pr and the
form of the counting function. An integration by parts yields
∑
ǫ=±
∫
Γ
(r)
ǫsr
−ǫ ξ̂ ′r
(
ν | R) f (ν)
e−iǫLξ̂r(ν |R) − 1
· dν =
∑
ǫ=±
i
L
∫
Γ
(r)
ǫsr
f ′(ν) · ln
[
1 − eiǫLξ̂r(ν |R)
]
· dν . (3.21)
It is then readily seen from the explicit expressions for the building blocks for ξ̂r (2.7), (2.17) and (A.7), that for
ℜ(ω)→ ±∞ with ω belonging to an open neighbourhood of R + iπδr/2, it holds
ξ̂r(ω | R) = c±r + C˜±r · e∓2ω + O
(
e∓4ω
)
with c±r , C˜
±
r ∈ R . (3.22)
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Furthermore, (2.7) and the defintion of sr allow one to conclude that
sr = −sgn
(
2(−1)δrC˜±r
)
. (3.23)
According to Fig. 1, ω ∈ Γ (r)ǫsr may be parameterised as
ω = ±x + iπδr
2
+ iǫsrα , (3.24)
for some α > 0 and small enough and with x ≥ 0. Then, for such ω’s, one has
iǫ ξ̂r(ω | R) = iǫc±r − iǫsr |C˜±r | · e−2x−2iǫsrα + O
(
e−4x
)
. (3.25)
This entails that there exists M0 > 0 large enough such that it holds
ℜ
(
iǫ ξ̂r(ω | R)
)
≤ −|C˜
±
r |
2
sin(2α) · e−2x for x ≥ lnM0 . (3.26)
Thus, for such x’s, one has
∣∣∣∣ ln [1 − eiǫLξ̂r(ω |R)] ∣∣∣∣ ≤ − ln [1 − exp [ − κ± · e−2x]] with κυ = |C˜υr |
2
sin(2α) , (3.27)
and ω as in (3.24). Therefore, using that Γ
(r)
ǫsr = R + i
π
2
δr + iǫsRα for some α > 0 and small enough, one has the
decomposition
∫
Γ
(r)
ǫsr
f ′(ν) · ln
[
1 − eiǫLξ̂r(ν |R)
]
· dν =
lnM0+iǫsrα∫
− lnM0+iǫsrα
f ′(ν) · ln
[
1 − eiǫLξ̂r(ν |R)
]
· dν
+
∑
υ=±
υ
υ∞+iǫsrα∫
υ lnM0+iǫsrα
f ′(ν) · ln
[
1 − eiǫLξ̂r(ν |R)
]
· dν . (3.28)
The first term in the rhs produces exponentially small corrections in L since the bound (A.10) implies that, for L
large enough,
ℜ
(
iǫ ξ̂r(ν | R)
)
< 0 uniformly in ν ∈
{
[− lnM0 ; lnM0] + iǫsrα
}
. (3.29)
Furthermore, the bound (3.27) and the fact that for the concerned ν’s it holds | f ′(ν)| ≤ C f e−2x for some f -
dependent constant C f > 0, entail that
∣∣∣∣∣∣
υ∞+iǫsrα∫
υ lnM0+iǫsrα
f ′(ν) · ln
[
1 − eiǫLξ̂r(ν |R)
]
· dν
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ −C f
+∞∫
lnM0
e−2x ln
[
1 − e−κυLe−2x
]
· dx = O
(
L−1
)
. (3.30)
All-in-all, this allows one to conclude that∮
Γ(r)
ξ̂ ′r
(
ν | R) f (ν)
eiL ξ̂r(ν |R) − 1
· dν = −
∫
Γ
(r)
sr
ξ̂ ′r
(
ν | R) f (ν) · dν + O(L−1) . (3.31)
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It is readily seen that the same property does hold for a nr-dimensional analogue of the integral. More pre-
cisely, given a symmetric function f and understanding that ν = (ν1, . . . , νnr) corresponds to the r-string rapidities
present in R while all the other variables present in R belong to their respective domains of integration as given in
(3.6), one has
∮
Γ
(r)
tot
nr∏
a=1
{
ξ̂ ′r
(
νa | R
)
eiL ξ̂r(νa |R) − 1
}
f (ν) · dnrν = (−1)nr
∫
(
Γ
(r)
sr
)nr
nr∏
a=1
{̂
ξ ′r
(
νa | R
)}
f (ν) · dnrν
+
nr∑
p=1
C
p
nr · (−1)nr−p
p∏
a=1
{ ∑
ǫa=±
∫
Γ
(r)
ǫa sr
dνa
−ǫa ξ̂ ′r
(
νa | R
)
e−iǫaLξ̂r(νa |R) − 1
} nr∏
a=p+1
{ ∫
Γ
(r)
sr
dνa ξ̂
′
r
(
νa | R
)}
f (ν) . (3.32)
By following the same strategy as in the analysis of the one dimensional integral, one concludes that each sum-
mand appearing in the second line of (3.33) contains at least one integration giving rise to O
(
L−1
)
corrections in
(3.19). Hence, one concludes that
∮
Γ
(r)
tot
nr∏
a=1
{
ξ̂ ′r
(
νa | R)
eiL ξ̂r(νa |R) − 1
}
f (ν) · dnrν = (−1)nr
∫
(
Γ
(r)
sr
)nr
nr∏
a=1
{̂
ξ ′r
(
νa | R)} f (ν) · dnrν + O(L−1) . (3.33)
Quite similarly, by using the Cartesian product structure of Γ
(p)
tot ∗Γ(h)tot in the target space of ψ, the lower bounds
(A.10) on the dressed momentum and elementary bounds see e.g.[43] for some details, one can decompose the
particle-hole integrals as
∮
Γ
(p)
tot ∗Γ(h)tot
n
(tot)
p∏
a=1
{
ξ̂ ′
1
(
λ
(p)
a | R
)
eiL ξ̂1(λ
(p)
a |R) − 1
}
·
n
(tot)
h∏
a=1
{
ξ̂ ′
1
(
λ
(h)
a | R
)
eiL ξ̂1(λ
(h)
a |R) − 1
}
· f (λ(p), λ(h)) · dn(tot)p λ(p) · dn(tot)h λ(h)
=
∮
(
Γ
(p)
tot ∗Γ(h)tot
)
+
n
(tot)
p∏
a=1
{
− ξ̂ ′1
(
λ
(p)
a | R
)} · n
(tot)
h∏
a=1
{
− ξ̂ ′1
(
λ
(h)
a | R
)} · f (λ(p), λ(h)) · dn(tot)p λ(p) · dn(tot)h λ(h) + O(L−1) (3.34)
where the submanifold
(
Γ
(p)
tot ∗ Γ(h)tot
)
+ giving rise to the leading contribution is defined as being the pre-image
(
Γ
(p)
tot ∗ Γ(h)tot
)
+ = ψ
−1
((
C
(p)
+;1
∪ C(p)
+;0
)n(tot)p × (C(h)
+;0
)n(tot)
h
)
(3.35)
by the map ψ introduced in (3.11). In terms of the "model" contour depicted in Figure 3, one can think, in a leading
order in L approximation, of the contour
(
Γ
(p)
tot ∗ Γ(h)tot
)
+ as the Cartesian product of the one-dimensional contours
Γ
(p)
+;0
∪ Γ(p)−;1 relatively to the particle rapidities and of the one-dimensional contours Γ(h)+ relatively to the hole
rapidities as depicted in Figure 3. Note that, in the large-L limit, C
(p)
+;1
is mapped onto Γ
(p)
−;1 due to p
′
1
(λ+ iπ/2) < 0.
Clearly, the precise bounds of both remainders in (3.33) and (3.34) do depend on the function f as well as
on the number of integrations involved. It seems reasonable to assume that the class of functions involved in the
effective form factor series Ĉ (γ)
1
(m, t) makes all such remainder uniform and thus allows one to drop these when
computing the thermodynamic limit of Ĉ (γ)
1
(m, t). In other words, I shall assume that it is licit to make the below
replacements in Ĉ (γ)
1
(m, t) without altering the value of its thermodynamic limit:
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• Γ(r) ֒→ Γ (r)sr and Γ(p)tot ∗ Γ(h)tot ֒→
(
Γ
(p)
tot ∗ Γ(h)tot
)
+ ;
• Dnrν(r) ֒→ Dnr
red
ν(r) =
∏nr
a=1
{
− Lξ̂′r
(
ν
(r)
a | R
)} · dnrν(r)
nr! (2π)nr
;
• Dn(tot)p λ(p) ֒→ Dn
(tot)
p
red
λ(p) =
∏n(tot)p
a=1
{
− Lξ̂′
1
(
λ
(p)
a | R
)} · dn(tot)p λ(p)
n
(tot)
p ! (2π)
n
(tot)
p
and likewise with p↔ h.
On the basis of the above discussion, one expects that
lim
L→+∞
{
Ĉ (γ)
1
(m, t)
}
= lim
L→+∞
{
Ĉ (γ)
2
(m, t)
}
(3.36)
where
Ĉ (γ)
2
(m, t) = (−1)msγ
∑
n∈Stot
∏
r∈Nst
{ ∫
(
Γ
(r)
sr
)nr D
nr
red
ν(r)
}
·
∫
(
Γ
(p)
tot ∗Γ(h)tot
)
+
Dn
(tot)
p
red
λ(p) · Dn
(tot)
h
red
λ(h) · F̂ (γ)(R) · eimU(R,v) . (3.37)
It is convenient to slightly re-organise the contours of integration in (3.37) by deforming them back to the
contours where the physical rapidities, solving the higher-level Bethe Ansatz equations, condense. Some care
should however be taken in the treatment of the part associated to the particle-hole rapidities. There, one should
treat slightly differently the vicinity of the endpoints of the Fermi zone: the curves linking the endpoint of the
Fermi zone to some points at distance Cδ, for some C > 0, should be deformed into a path along which eimu1(λ,v)
-in what concerns the particles- and e−imu1(λ,v) -in what concerns the holes- is decaying. Observe that for
|v| > vF one has u′1(±q, v) = p′1(q) ·
(
1 ∓ vF
v
)
> 0 , where vF =
ε′
1
(q)
p′
1
(q)
, (3.38)
and hence eimu1(λ,v), resp. e−imu1(λ,v), is decaying when λmoves from ±q in the direction of positive, resp. negative,
imaginary parts. Likewise, for
vF > v > 0 one has ∓ u′1(±q, v) > 0 (3.39)
and hence the situation remains unchanged in what concerns −q but the directions of decay are inverted around q.
Finally, for
0 > v > −vF one has ± u′1(±q, v) > 0 (3.40)
the situation remains as in the first case in what concerns q but the directions of decay are inverted around −q.
The analiticity of the integrand allows one to deform the contours in (3.37) as
• Γ (r)sr ֒→ −Cr where Cr = srR + iδr π2 is depicted in Figure 5;
• (Γ(p)tot ∗ Γ(h)tot )+ ֒→ Cp;tot ∗ Ch;tot where
Cp;tot ∗ Ch;tot = ψ−1
((
Cp;∞
)n(tot)p × (Ch;∞)n(tot)h ) (3.41)
with ψ as in (3.11) and the contours Cp/h;∞ are as defined in Figure 4.
Doing so, recasts Ĉ (γ)
2
(m, t) as
Ĉ (γ)
2
(m, t) = (−1)msγ
∑
n∈Stot
∏
r∈Nst
{ ∫
(
−Cr
)nr D
nr
red
ν(r)
}
·
∫
Cp;tot∗Ch;tot
Dn
(tot)
p
red
λ(p) · Dn
(tot)
h
red
λ(h) · F̂ (γ)(R) · eimU(R,v) . (3.42)
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Figure 4: Particle Cp;∞ -in blue- and hole Ch;∞ -in orange- contours in the target space and plotted for the three
regimes of the velocity v = m/t appearing from bottom to top |v| > vF , then vF > v > 0 and finally 0 > v > −vF .
Here N+ = N + 1 + sγ. The contour Cp;∞, resp. Ch;∞, partitions into three parts Cp;∞ = C
(−)
p;∞ ∪ C(0)p;∞ ∪ C(+)p;∞,
resp. Ch;∞ = C
(−)
h;∞ ∪ C
(0)
h;∞ ∪ C
(+)
h;∞. The contours C
(υ)
p/h;∞ are depicted in dotted lines while the contours C
(0)
p/h;∞ are
depicted in solid lines. C
(+)
p/h;∞ appears to the right while C
(−)
p/h;∞ to the left.
3.3 The thermodynamic limit of Ĉ
(γ)
2
(m, t)
One more step is necessary so as to be able to take the thermodynamic limit of Ĉ (γ)
2
(m, t), namely decompose the
contours of integration for the particle-hole rapidities into their parts that are "close", with precision δ, to ±q and
the parts that are at least at distance Cδ, for some C > 0. This will allow to make a sharp distinction between
the "massive" and "massless" parts of the particle-hole spectrum and hence make use of the more refined large-L
asymptotics of the form factor F̂ (γ)
(
R
)
given in (2.29). The decomposition of the particle and hole contours can
be done by breaking up the contours Cp/h;∞ in the target space as
Cp/h;∞ = C
(−)
p/h;∞ ∪ C
(0)
p/h;∞ ∪ C
(+)
p/h;∞ . (3.43)
The contours appearing on the rhs are given in Figure 4: C
(0)
p/h;∞ are depicted in full lines whereas C
(±)
p/h;∞ are
depicted in dotted lines.
Let f be a symmetric function of λ(p) and λ(h) taken singly and consider the integral
I
n
(tot)
p ,n
(tot)
h
[ f ] =
∫
Cp;tot∗Ch;tot
Dn
(tot)
p
red
λ(p) · Dn
(tot)
h
red
λ(h) f
(
λ(p), λ(h)
)
. (3.44)
When decomposing each contour arising in the Cartesian product decomposition as in (3.43) and summing up
over all possible decompositions, owing to the symmetry of the function f , it is enough to sum up over all the
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R + iδr
π
2
Figure 5: Contour Cr = srR + iδr
π
2
where sr = sgn
[
p′r
]
|R+iδrπ/2 and δr ∈ {0, 1} depending on the value of r.
possible decompositions of the original set of integration variables into
{
λ
(p)
a
}n(tot)p
1
=
{
λ+a
}n+p
1
∪ {ν(1)a }np1 ∪ {λ−a }n−p1 and {λ(h)a }n(tot)h1 = {µ+a }n+h1 ∪ {µa}nh1 ∪ {µ−a }n−h1 (3.45)
where λυa, resp. µ
υ
a, correspond to integrations, in the target space, over C
(υ)
p;∞, resp. C
(υ)
h;∞, and ν
(1)
a , resp. µa, to an
integration over C
(0)
p;∞, resp. C
(0)
h;∞. Such a sum is weighted by a multi-nomial coefficient and the integration runs
through
Ĉn∗p;n∗h = ψ
−1
((
C
(+)
p;∞
)n+p × (C(0)p;∞)np × (C(−)p;∞)n−p × (C(+)h;∞)n+h × (C(0)h;∞)nh × (C(−)h;∞)n−h ) , (3.46)
with ψ as in (3.11). One eventually gets
I
n
(tot)
p ,n
(tot)
h
[ f ] =
∑
n
(tot)
p/h
=n+
p/h
+np/h+n
−
p/h
∫
Ĉn∗p;n∗h
Dnp
red
ν(1) · Dnh
red
µ ·
∏
υ=±
{
Dn
υ
p
red
λυ · Dn
υ
h
red
µυ
}
· f (λ(p), λ(h)) . (3.47)
Here, the integration measure Dn
υ
p
red
λυ, resp. Dn
υ
h
red
µυ etc., is obtained from Dnp
red
λ(p) upon the substitution λ(p) ֒→
λυ, resp. λ(h) ֒→ µυ etc. Also, above and in the following, one should understand that λ(p) = (λ+, ν(1), λ−),
λ(h) =
(
µ+,µ,µ−
)
.
The variables
{
λυa
}nυp
1
and
{
µυa
}nυ
h
1
are at a distance O(δ) from υq. This means that, up to 1 + O(δ/L) corrections,
one can replace the variables R in the functions ξ̂ ′
1
(∗ | R) occurring in each of the D measures by the variables Y
given in (2.14), i.e. by the functions ξ̂ ′
1
(∗ | Y). Again, up to such corrections, one can make the same replacement
in the function ψ defining the integration contour Ĉn∗p;n∗h . Thus, introduce
Ψ :
(
ν
(1)
1
, · · · , ν(1)np , µ1, · · · , µnh ; ℓυ
) 7→ ( ξ̂1(ν(1)1 | Y) , · · · , ξ̂1(ν(1)np | Y) , ξ̂1(µ1 | Y) , · · · , ξ̂1(µnh | Y)) (3.48)
and define
Ĉ (δ)np;nh = Ψ
−1
((
− C(0)p;∞
)np × ( − C(0)
h;∞
)nh)
. (3.49)
Here, the − sign means that the contours ought to be endowed in the opposite orientation. Also, for fixed Y, define
the one-dimensional contours
Ĉ υp = ξ̂
−1
1
(
υ[2π
L
(
Nυ − υ4
)
; 2π
L
(
Nυ − υ4
)
+ iδsυu] | Y
)
(3.50)
and
Ĉ υh = ξ̂
−1
1
(
− υ[2π
L
(
Nυ − 3υ4
)
; 2π
L
(
Nυ − 3υ4
) − iδsυu] | Y) , (3.51)
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where the ±υ prefactor in the interval indicates the orientation,
sυu = sgn
(
u′1(υq; v)
)
, N+ = N + 1 + sγ , N− = 0 . (3.52)
All of this allows one to recast the original integral as
I
n
(tot)
p ,n
(tot)
h
[ f ] =
∑
n
(tot)
p/h
=n+
p/h
+np/h+n
−
p/h
∫
Ĉ (δ)np;nh
D
np
red
ν(1) ·Dnh
red
µ ·
∏
υ=±
{ ∫
(
Ĉ υp
)nυp
D
nυp
red
λυ ·
∫
(
Ĉ υ
h
)nυ
h
D
nυ
h
red
µυ
}
· f (λ(p), λ(h))(1+O( δ
L
))
. (3.53)
Above, I have introduced the measure
D
nυ
h
red
µυ =
nυ
h∏
a=1
{
Lξ̂ ′1
(
µυa | Y
)} · dnυhµ
nυ
h
!(2π)
nυ
h
(3.54)
and likewise with h↔ p and λ↔ µ. Note the absence of the − sign in front of Lξ̂ ′
1
. It has been absorbed into the
change of orientation in the contours Ĉ υ
p/h
, as compared to C
(υ)
p/h;∞.
The measures involving ν
(1)
a and µa are defined analogously. Assuming the summability of the remainder, one
can apply this result to the series representing Ĉ (γ)
2
(m, t), hence recasting it as
Ĉ (γ)
2
(m, t) = (−1)msγ
∑
n∈Ŝ
∑
nυp−nυh=ℓυ
∏
r∈Nst
{ ∫
(
Cr
)nr D
nr
red
ν(r)
}
·
∫
Ĉ (δ)np;nh
D
np
red
ν(1) ·Dnh
red
µ
×
∏
υ=±
{ ∫
(
Ĉ υp
)nυp
D
nυp
red
λυ ·
∫
(
Ĉ υ
h
)nυ
h
D
nυ
h
red
µυ
}
· F̂ (γ)(R) · eimU(R,v)(1 + O( δ
L
))
. (3.55)
The summation in the series defining Ĉ (γ)
2
(m, t) runs through all the positive integers nh, {nr}r∈N and the integers
ℓυ = n
υ
p − nυh gathered in n =
(
nh, {nr}r∈N, ℓυ
)
which runs through the set
Ŝ =
{(
nh, {nr}r∈N, ℓυ) : nh = ∑
υ∈{±}
ℓυ +
∑
r∈N
rnr , n
+
h + nh + n
−
h ∈ [[ 1 ; κL ]]
}
. (3.56)
Also, one sums up over all positive integers nυ
p/h
satisfying to nυp − nυh = ℓυ.
Observe that owing to the properties of the contours, the collection of rapidities R appearing in each multidi-
mensional integral of the series (3.55) partitions exactly as in (2.13). Hence, one can replace F̂ (γ)
(
R
)
in (3.55)
by its large-L asymptotics taking into account the more refined information on the locii of the rapidities of the
particles and holes and whose explicit form is given in (2.29). These asymptotics contain O(δ ln δ) corrections
which correspond to dropping the dependence of the form factor on certain "massless" rapidities λυ and µυ. The
factorisation (2.29) of the asymptotics of F̂ (γ)
(
R
)
allows one to take a partial thermodynamic limit of Ĉ (γ)
2
(m, t),
namely send L → +∞ in the part of the series (3.55) that is relative to the "massive" modes parametrised by Y. In
order to write down the result, it is enough to observe that, owing to the form taken by the counting function (2.7),
the joint particle-hole np + nh real dimensional manifold of integration Ĉ
(δ)
np;nh factorises into a simple Cartesian
product in the thermodynamic limit:
lim
L→+∞
{
Ĉ (δ)np;nh
}
=
(
C (δ)p
)np × (C (δ)
h
)nh
(3.57)
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Figure 6: Particle C (δ)p -in blue- and hole C
(δ)
h
-in orange- contours in the vicinity of R and in the thermodynamic
limit. The contours are plotted for the three regimes of the velocity v = m/t appearing from bottom to top |v| > vF ,
vF > v > 0 and 0 > v > −vF . The contour C (δ)p and C (δ)p start at the points λ±;↑/↓ = p−11
(± D
2
+ iǫ↑/↓δ
)
= ±q+O(δ),
where ǫ↑ = +1 and ǫ↓ = −1, and then, over a distance of the order of δ they joint with the real axis.
where the contours C (δ)
p/h
are as depicted in Figure 6.
Thus, since
lim
L→+∞
{
Ĉ (γ)
2
(m, t)
}
=
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
, (3.58)
one obtains the below representation for the thermodynamic limit of the two-point function
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
= (−1)msγ
∑
n∈S
∏
r∈N
{ ∫
(
C (δ)r
)nr
dnrν(r)
nr! · (2π)nr
nr∏
a=1
[
eimur(ν
(r)
a ,v)
]}
·
∫
(
C (δ)
h
)nh
dnhµ
nh! · (2π)nh
nh∏
a=1
[
e−imu1(µa,v)
]
× F (γ)(Y) · lim
L→+∞
:
{∏
υ=±
B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
[
Fυ
(
Y | ∗) | Y]} : (1 + O(δ ln δ)) . (3.59)
Here, I remind that N = Nst ∪ {1} and that the functions ur(µ, v) have been defined in (2.24). Also, one should
understand that
C (δ)
1
≡ C (δ)p and C (δ)r = Cr for r ∈ Nst (3.60)
Finally, the summation runs through all positive integers nh and {nr}r∈N and relative integers ℓυ, gathered in n =(
nh, {nr}r∈N, ℓυ
)
which runs through
S =
{(
nh, {nr}r∈N, ℓυ) : nh = ∑
υ∈{±}
ℓυ +
∑
r∈N
rnr
}
. (3.61)
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Finally, (3.59) involves the functionals B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
. These act on the tower of discrete form factors Fυ associated with all
the possible choices of the "collapsing" rapidities λυ, µυ that are compatible with a given choice of Y. In taking the
thermodynamic limit, it is assumed that one can first evaluate the action of the functionals and only then compute
the effect of the : ∗ : ordering. It remains to provide an explicit definition of the functional B̂ (υ)
ℓ
. Given ℓ ∈ N,
it acts on a collection of functions fnp,nh
({λa}np1 ; {µa}nh1 ) of two sets of variables {λa}np1 and {µa}nh1 with np, nh ∈ N
such that the numbers np of λ and nh of µ variables are constrained by the relation np − nh = ℓ. The action of B̂ (υ)ℓ
takes the explicit form:
B̂ (υ)
ℓ
[
f∗,∗ | Y
]
=
∑
np−nh=ℓ
∫
Ĉ υp
dnpλ
np!(2π)
np
np∏
a=1
[
L ξ̂ ′1
(
λa | Y
)
eimu1(λa ,v)
]
×
∫
Ĉ υ
h
dnhµ
nh!(2π)nh
nh∏
a=1
[
L ξ̂ ′1
(
µa | Y
)
e−imu1(µa,v)
]
· fnp,nh
({λa}np1 ; {µa}nh1 ) . (3.62)
Note that B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
[
Fυ
(
Y | ∗) | Y] acts on the Υ(p)υ ∪ Υ(h)υ variables gathered in ZυY as in (2.28).
The action of B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
on Fυ, after the : ∗ : operator ordering and up to some δ and m, t dependent corrections, is
computed in Appendix B, c.f. (B.1). This result entails the below expression for the thermodynamic limit of the
form factor expression of the two-point function:
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
= (−1)msγ
∑
n∈S
∏
r∈N
{ ∫
(
C (δ)r
)nr
dnrν(r)
nr! · (2π)nr
}
·
∫
(
C (δ)
h
)nh
dnhµ
nh! · (2π)nh
· F
(γ)(Y) · eimU (Y,v)∏
υ=±
[ − imυ]ϑ2υ(Y)
×
(
1 + O
(
δ ln δ +
∑
υ=±
{
δ2|mυ| + δ
∣∣∣ ln |mυ|∣∣∣ + e−|mυ |δ})) . (3.63)
Here,
mυ = υm − vFt (3.64)
and it is assumed that v = m/t , ±vF . The function U (Y, v) has been introduced in (2.26). S is as in (3.61).
Finally, δ > 0 is a control parameter that can be taken as small as necessary, but finite nonetheless. Indeed, owing
to the singular behaviour of F (γ)(Y) described by (2.35) when rapidities ν(1) of the particles or rapidities µ of the
holes approach the endpoints of the Fermi zone ±q, each individual particle-hole integral diverges in the δ → 0+
limit. Furthermore, the a priori control on the remainder blows up in the δ→ 0 limit. Taken as a whole, the series
has of course a well-defined δ → 0+ limit, but taking this limit on the level of (3.63) would demand additional
resummations, along the line of ideas developed in [46, 51]. This is beyond the scope of the present analysis
and, anyway, doing so would spoil the very structure of the form factor series (3.63) which makes it so useful for
studying asymptotic regimes of correlation functions.
3.4 The dressed momentum picture
There is a final transformation of (3.63) that is necessary so as to put it in a form appropriate for further appli-
cations. Indeed, owing to the jump conditions (2.31)-(2.33) satisfied by the form factor density F (γ)(Y), those
(2.42) satisfied by the exponent ϑυ(Y) (2.38) and by the combination of energy and momentum U
(
Y, v
)
(2.26),
the integrand in each multiple integral is discontinuous in respect to ν
(1)
a when this variable passes from −∞+ iπ/2
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to −∞. The form of the jump conditions does however allow one to re-organise the series in such a form that the
continuity between the mentioned points is achieved. Having a continuous, and in fact smooth, integrand along
the integration contour is an important ingredient for the asymptotic analysis of the singular structure of dynamic
response functions in the vicinity of the excitation thresholds.
One starts by partitioning the contour C (δ)
1
= C (δ)p as C
(δ)
1
= C1;L ∪ C1;R where
C1;L = C
(δ)
1
∩
{
ℜ(λ) ≤ −q , |ℑ(λ)| < ǫ
}
and C1;R = C
(δ)
1
\ C1;L . (3.65)
Here ǫ is taken small enough. Upon splitting the integration domain C (δ)
1
as above and then using the symmetry
of the integrand, one recasts (3.63) as
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
= (−1)msγ
∑
n∈SL,R
∏
r∈Nst
{ ∫
(
C (δ)r
)nr
dnrν(r)
nr! · (2π)nr
}
·
∫
(
C (δ)
h
)nh
dnhµ
nh! · (2π)nh ·
∏
A∈{L,R}
{ ∫
C1;A
dn1;Aν(1;A)
n1;A! · (2π)n1;A
}
× F
(γ)(YL,R) · eimU (YL,R ,v)∏
υ=±
[ − imυ]ϑ2υ(YL,R) ·
(
1 + O
(
δ ln δ +
∑
υ=±
{
δ2|mυ| + δ
∣∣∣ ln |mυ|∣∣∣ + e−|mυ |δ})) . (3.66)
There, the integration variables YL,R and the set SL,R over which the various integers are being summed up, take
the form
SL,R =
{
n ∈ (nh, n1;L, n1;R, {nr}r∈Nst , ℓυ) : nh = ∑
υ∈{±}
ℓυ + n1;L + n1;R +
∑
r∈Nst
rnr
}
(3.67)
YL,R =
{
{µa}nh1 ; {ν(1;L)a }
n1;L
1
∪ {ν(1;R)a }n1;R1 ∪
{{
ν
(r)
a
}nr
a=1
}
r∈Nst
; {ℓυ}
}
. (3.68)
Next one shifts the ℓυ summation variables as ℓυ ֒→ ℓυ + υn1;Lu+1 where I remind that u+1 = −sgn
(
π − 2ζ) as
introduced in (2.34). I stress that this change of variables is compatible with the constraint on the summation
integers appearing in SL,R in that it does not alter them. It then remains to observe that
n1;L =
∑
A={L,R}
n1;A∑
a=1
1C1;L
(
ν
(1;A)
a
)
(3.69)
where 1A is the indicator function of the set A, and then carry out backwards the contour decomposition so as to
get
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
= (−1)msγ
∑
n∈S
∏
r∈N
{ ∫
(
C (δ)r
)nr
dnrν(r)
nr! · (2π)nr
}
·
∫
(
C (δ)
h
)nh
dnhµ
nh! · (2π)nh
× F
(γ)(Y) · eimU (Y,v)∏
υ=±
[ − imυ]ϑ2υ(Y) ·
(
1 + O
(
δ ln δ +
∑
υ=±
{
δ2|mυ| + δ
∣∣∣ ln |mυ|∣∣∣ + e−|mυ |δ})) . (3.70)
In this series of multiple integrals expansion, the integration variables take the form
Y =
{
{µa}nh1 ;
{{
ν
(r)
a
}nr
a=1
}
r∈N;
{
ℓυ + υ
n1∑
a=1
1C1;L
(
ν
(1)
a
)
u+1
}}
(3.71)
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and the summation is as given in (3.61). The jump conditions (2.31) and (2.42) satisfied by the various building
blocks of the integrand then ensure that the latter is a smooth function in respect to variables ν
(1)
a moving along
C (δ)
1
.
The additional shifts in respect to the integers ℓυ which are present inU (Y, v) can be reabsorbed by re-defining
the dressed momentum of the particles as:
p̂1(λ) = p1(λ) + 2pFu
+
1 1C1;L(λ) + 2π1C1;L∪
{
R+i
π
2
}(λ) . (3.72)
Note that adding a shift by 2π does not alter the expression since the function p1 only appears in the combination
eimp1(ν
(1)
a ). The matter is that due to the presence of the additional shifts, the function p̂1 is continuous along C
(δ)
1
and, in fact, a diffeomorphism onto p̂1(C
(δ)
1
).
It then remains to implement the changes of variables
for r ∈ Nst , k(r)a = pr
(
ν
(r)
a
)
and
 k
(1)
a = p̂1
(
ν
(1)
a
)
ta = p1(µa)
. (3.73)
This transforms the oriented integration contours into the oriented curves
Ih = p1
(
C (δ)
h
)
, I1 = p̂1
(
C (δ)
1
)
and Ir = pr
(
Cr
)
. (3.74)
The resulting series takes the form
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
= (−1)msγ
∑
n∈S
∏
r∈N
{ ∫
(
Ir
)nr
dnrk(r)
nr! · (2π)nr
nr∏
a=1
[
eimur(k
(r)
a ,v)
]}
·
∫
(
Ih
)nh
dnh t
nh! · (2π)nh
nh∏
a=1
[
e−imu1(ta ,v)
]
× F (γ)(K) ·∏
υ=±
{
eimυℓυpF[ − imυ]∆υ(K)
}
·
(
1 + O
(
δ ln δ +
∑
υ=±
{
δ2|mυ| + δ
∣∣∣ ln |mυ|∣∣∣ + e−|mυ |δ})) . (3.75)
There, I have introduced
K =
{
{ta}nh1 ;
{{
k
(r)
a
}nr
a=1
}
r∈N;
{
ℓυ
}}
. (3.76)
Furthermore, the functions arising in the integrand take the form
F (γ)(K) = F (γ)(Yp−1·K) ∏
r∈Nst
nr∏
a=1
{
1
p′r ◦ p−1r
(
k
(r)
a
)
} nh∏
a=1
{
1
p′
1
◦ p−1
1
(
ta
)} · n1∏
a=1
{
1
p′
1
◦ p̂−1
1
(
k
(1)
a
)
}
(3.77)
∆υ(K) = ϑ
2
υ
(
Yp−1·K
)
and
Yp−1·K =
{
{p−11
(
ta
)}nh
1
; { p̂−11
(
k
(1)
a
)}n1
1
∪
{{
p−1r
(
k
(r)
a
)}nr
a=1
}
r∈Nst
;
{
ℓυ + υu
+
1
n1∑
a=1
1C1;L
(
p̂−11
(
k
(1)
a
))}}
. (3.78)
Finally, I agree upon
ur
(
k, v
)
= k − er(k)
v
with e1 = ε1 ◦ p̂−11 and er = εr ◦ p−1r , r ∈ Nst . (3.79)
I stress that the Jacobian in (3.77) appears without the absolue value since the orientation of the contours in
(3.74) is preserved. In particular, within such a construction, the intervals Ih,Ir are skimmed through from the
smallest to the largest element.
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3.5 The dynamic response functions
Observe that when a particle k
(1)
a or a hole ta momentum approaches one of the endpoints of its respective domain
of integration, then the associated oscillatory phases take complex values hence generating an exponential decay
in m, t → +∞. On the one hand, the presence of complex valued oscillatory phases is not that convenient for
taking the space and time Fourier transform. On the other hand, as will be confirmed below, such integrations
only contribute as higher order corrections in mυ. Thus prior to computing the dynamic response functions, it
appears convenient to recast the form factor series in such a way that the integrations outside of real intervals are
included into corrections.
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Figure 7: Particle I
(L)
1
∪J (ǫ)
1
∪ I(R)
1
-in blue- and hole I
(L)
h
∪J (ǫ)
h
∪ I(R)
h
-in orange- deformed contours in the
momentum representation. The contours are plotted for the three regimes of the velocity v = m/t appearing from
bottom to top |v| > vF , vF > v > 0 and 0 > v > −vF . The contour C (δ)p and C (δ)p start at the points p±;↑/↓ such that
ℑ(p±;↑/↓) = iǫ↑/↓δ, where ǫ↑ = +1 and ǫ↓ = −1, and then, over a distance of the order of ǫ they joint with the real
axis. Finally, one has pmx = 2π−pF−2pFsgn(π − 2ζ).
For such a purpose, by using the holomorphicity of the integrands, one slightly deforms the contours Ih and
I1 according to Fig. 7 what ends up with the replacements
Ih ֒→ I(L)h ∪J
(ǫ)
h
∪ I(R)
h
, I1 ֒→ I(L)1 ∪J
(ǫ)
1
∪ I(R)
1
. (3.80)
Above, ǫ > 0 can be taken as small as necessary,
J (ǫ)
h
= ] − pF + ǫ ; pF − ǫ[ , J (ǫ)1 = ]pF + ǫ ; 2π − pF − ǫ − 2pFsgn(π − 2ζ)[ (3.81)
while the curves I
(L/R)
h
, resp. I
(L/R)
1
, joint the left/right endpoints of J (ǫ)
h
, resp. J (ǫ)
1
, to the nearby endpoints of
the original intervals Ih and I1, this by solely passing in the complex half-plane where this endpoint belongs to.
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As a consequence, it follows that
|e−imu1(t,v)| < 1 for t ∈ Int(I(L/R)
h
)
and, likewise, |eimu1(k,v)| < 1 for k ∈ Int(I(L/R)
1
)
. (3.82)
By following an analogous procedure to the one described in the previous section, one reorganises the form factor
expansion given in (3.75) as
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
= (−1)msγ
∑
n∈Spart
∏
r∈Nst
{ ∫
(
Ir
)nr
dnrk(r)
nr! · (2π)nr
nr∏
a=1
[
eimur(k
(r)
a ,v)
]}
×
∫
(
J (ǫ)
1
)n1
dn1k(1)
n1! · (2π)n1
n1∏
a=1
[
eimu1(k
(1)
a ,v)
]
·
∫
(
J (ǫ)
h
)nh
dnh t
nh! · (2π)nh
nh∏
a=1
[
e−imu1(ta ,v)
]
×W
n
(∗)
h
,n
(∗)
1
[
F (γ)(Kpart) ·∏
υ=±
{
eimυℓυpF[ − imυ]∆υ(Kpart)
}
·
(
1 + O
(
δ ln δ +
∑
υ=±
{
δ2|mυ| + δ
∣∣∣ ln |mυ|∣∣∣ + e−|mυ |δ}))
]
.
(3.83)
where
Spart =
{
n ∈ ({n(L)
h
, nh, n
(R)
h
}, {n(L)
1
, n1, n
(R)
1
}, {nr}r∈Nst , ℓυ
)
: nh =
∑
υ∈{±}
ℓυ +
∑
r∈N
rnr +
∑
A={L,R}
[
n
(A)
1
− n(A)
h
]}
Kpart =
{{
{t(L)a }n
(L)
h
1
∪ {ta}nh1 ∪ {t
(R)
a }n
(R)
h
1
}
;
{
{k(1;L)a }n1;L1 ∪ {k
(1)
a }n11 ∪ {k
(1;R)
a }n1;R1
}
∪
{{
k
(r)
a
}nr
a=1
}
r∈Nst
; {ℓυ}
}
.
W
n
(∗)
h
,n
(∗)
1
is an integral operator acting on the variables {t(∗)a } and {k(1;∗)a } present in Kpart as
W
n
(∗)
h
,n
(∗)
1
[
f
]
=
∏
A∈{L,R}
{ ∫
J
(A)
1
dn
(A)
1 k(1;A)
n
(A)
1
· (2π)n(A)1
n
(A)
1∏
a=1
[
eimur(k
(1;A)
a ,v)
]}
×
∏
A∈{L,R}
{ ∫
J
(A)
h
dn
(A)
h t(A)
n
(A)
h
· (2π)n(A)h
n
(A)
h∏
a=1
[
e−imu1(t
(A)
a ,v)
]}
f
(
{t(L)a }n
(L)
h
1
, {t(R)a }n
(R)
h
1
, {k(1;L)a }n1;L1 , {k
(1;R)
a }n1;R1
)
. (3.84)
The functions occurring in the argument of W
n
(∗)
h
,n
(∗)
1
in (3.83) exhibit power-law singularities when the par-
ticle, resp. hole, momenta approach pF or 2π − pF − 2pFsgn(π − 2ζ), resp. ±pF , as can be inferred from the
local behaviour of form factor densities in rapidity space (2.35)-(2.36). These information and a straightforward
application of Watson lemma in the vicinity of the points ±(pF − ǫ), pF + ǫ, 2π − pF − 2pFsgn(π − 2ζ) − ǫ along
with the exponential decay of the exponents of oscillatory phases outside of these endpoints on J
(L,R)
h/1
ensure that,
whenever n
(A)
h
, 0 or n
(A)
1
, 0 for some A ∈ {L,R}, the second line of (3.83) behaves at most as O
( ∑
υ=±
|mυ|−1
)
.
This behaviour can then be included into the corrections, hence leading to the below form of the massless form
factor expansion for two-point functions
〈
σ
γ′
1
(t)σ
γ
m+1
〉
= (−1)msγ
∑
S
∏
r∈N
{ ∫
(
J (ǫ)r
)nr
dnrk(r)
nr! · (2π)nr
nr∏
a=1
[
eimur(k
(r)
a ,v)
]}
·
∫
(
J (ǫ)
h
)nh
dnh t
nh! · (2π)nh
nh∏
a=1
[
e−imu1(ta ,v)
]
× F (γ)(K) ·∏
υ=±
{
eimυℓυpF[ − imυ]∆υ(K)
}
·
(
1 + O
(
δ ln δ +
∑
υ=±
{
δ2|mυ| + δ
∣∣∣ ln |mυ|∣∣∣ + e−|mυ |δ + 1|mυ|
}))
. (3.85)
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Here, J (ǫ)
1
and J (ǫ)
h
are as introduced earlier on while J (ǫ)r = Ir for r ∈ Nst.
The representation (3.85) is almost in good form so as to allow for the computation of the time and space
Fourier transform of
〈
σ
γ′
1
σ
γ
m+1
(t)
〉
. One only needs to put the remainder terms into a more uniform form. Recall
that the parameter δ > 0 can be set to the desired value. In particular, one can take
δ =
C
[|m+| + |m−| + 1]1−τ/2
(3.86)
with C > 0 and small enough so as to ensure a "minimal" smallness of δ and where 0 < τ < 1 is arbitrary.
Substituting this in the remainder and using that one has e−|mυ |δ = O
(
[|mυ|δ]− 2τ ) in the regime of interest, one gets
that
O
(
δ ln δ +
∑
υ=±
{
δ2|mυ| + δ
∣∣∣ ln |mυ|∣∣∣ + e−|mυ |δ + 1|mυ|
})
= O
(∑
υ=±
1
|mυ|1−τ
)
. (3.87)
Once that the remainders have been replaced as above, the dynamic response functions given in (1.12) can be
computed by using the results gathered in Appendix C, Proposition C.1. Per se, the application of that result
demands a slightly better control on the asymptotic expansion of the remainder than the one given just above.
However, it is relatively clear that by pushing further the techniques of asymptotic expansions developed in this
work one would indeed get a remainder that indeed takes the desired form, as given in (C.2). Then, the dynamic
response function takes the form
S (γ)(k, ω) =
∑
n∈S
S (γ)
n
(k, ω) (3.88)
where the summation runs through n = (nh, n1, nr1 , . . . , nr|Nst | , ℓ+, ℓ−) with Nst = {r1, . . . , r|Nst |}. The summand
and S (γ)
n
(k, ω) corresponds to the contribution to the dynamic response function of all the excited states that are
characterised by fixed Umklapp integers ℓυ and having nh holes in the bulk of the Fermi zone, n1 particles lying
uniformly away from the endpoints of the Fermi zone and having nr r-string excitations, with r ∈ Nst. It takes the
form
S (γ)
n
(k, ω) =
∫
(
J (ǫ)
h
)nh d
nh t ·
∏
r∈N
{ ∫
(
J (ǫ)r
)nr d
nrk(r)
}
· F˜ (γ)(K)∑
s∈Z
∏
υ=±
{
Ξ
(
ẑυ
(
K; s
)) · [ ẑυ(K; s)]∆υ(K)−1}
×
(
1 + O
(∑
υ=±
∣∣∣ ẑυ(K; s)∣∣∣1−τ)) . (3.89)
The integrand of (3.89) is built up from two contributions. The first one is smooth in K and corresponds to a
dressing of the form factor density
F˜ (γ)(K) = (2π)2 · F (γ)(K) · [2vF]−∆+(K)−∆−(K)+1
nh!(2π)nh · ∏
r∈N
{
nr! (2π)nr
} · Γ(∆+(K)) · Γ(∆−(K)) (3.90)
with F (γ)(K), ∆υ(K) defined resp. in (3.77) and below it. The second contribution introduces singularities in the
integrand as it is the one responsible for the existence of an edge singular behaviour of the spectral functions. This
contributions is given in terms of powers of the functions
ẑυ
(
K; s
)
= ω − E(K) + υvF[k − P(K) + 2πs] (3.91)
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in which
P(K) =
∑
r∈N
nr∑
a=1
k
(r)
a + pF
∑
υ=±
υℓυ + πsγ −
nh∑
a=1
ta (3.92)
and
E(K) =
∑
r∈N
nr∑
a=1
er
(
k
(r)
a
) − nh∑
a=1
e1(µa) . (3.93)
I remind that ea has been defined in (3.79). Also, the integrations runs along the intervals J
(ǫ)
h
and J (ǫ)
1
given in
(3.81) while J (ǫ)r = Ir for r ∈ Nst. I stress again that ǫ > 0 and τ > 0 are control parameters which are arbitrary
but should be taken finite so that the controls on the remainders do not blow up.
Finally, one should observe that the summation over s in (3.89) simply translates the fact that the spectral
function is a 2π periodic function of k, owing to the discrete nature of the XXZ chain.
4 Phenomenological form of massless form factor expansions for a model be-
longing to a Luttinger liquid universality class
I will now argue that the form taken by the form factor expansions in the massless regime of the XXZ chain
obtained above captures the full structure of a form factor expansion arising in a massless one dimensional model
belonging to the Luttinger liquid universality class. As will be shown in forthcoming publications, it is this
structure that is responsible for all the universal features shared by models belonging to this class. Hence having
at one’s disposal the general phenomenological form of a form factor expansion in a model belonging to the
Luttinger liquid universality class may lead to an even deeper insight into the universal properties of such models.
Given a massless one dimensional model, one expects that, when the volume gets large enough, the excited
states can be interpreted as being built up from various species of particle excitations and/or from hole excitations
located inside the Fermi zone of the model. I will assume in the following that the model has one Fermi zone, as
in the XXZ chain case, although the case of several Fermi zones can be treated analogously. Given that there is
one Fermi zone, there will be one species of particles which can generate excitations right above that zone and
hence that has a massless spectrum. In fact, the massless part of the spectrum corresponds to making excitations
located directly on the endpoints of the Fermi zone.
The various elementary excitations can be parametrised by collections of their rapidities, similarly to (2.1).
Also, it is natural to expect that these rapidities will encapsule enough data so as to fully parametrise the ob-
servables of the model associated with a given excited state. For a model in finite volume, the rapidities will be
quantised. The quantisation equations will take the generic multi-variable form as in (2.2). Still, for a generic
model, the functions ξ̂a are unknown; thus the quantisation equations can take, in principle, any form and do not
carry as such any data. However, if one adds the physical requirement that the elementary excitations should
propagate as free independent particles in the infinite volume limit, then the functions realising the quantisation
equations should take the form (2.7). The pa’s will then be some unexplicit model dependent functions in one
variable and the 1/L corrections involving Fa will introduce the dependence on the other rapidities.
Owing to the multi-particle species interpretation of the model’s spectrum of excitations, the relative to the
ground state excitation energy and momentum will have the form given in (2.18), (2.19), (2.20). The difference
with the XXZ chains is that the momentum and energy associated with the various elementary excitation species
are now unknown, model dependent, functions. Imagine a situation where a particle and a hole both collapse
onto a given endpoint of the Fermi zone. To the leading order in their distance to the Fermi zone, one should
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not be able to distinguish between this situation and the one where this particle and hole are both absent in the
excited state. Thus, regarding to massless excitations, be it particle or hole ones, only the relative differences
ℓ± = n±p − n±h between the number of particles n±p and holes n±h collapsing on a given Fermi boundary should
matter. This reasoning means that upon a splitting of the excitation’s rapidities into massive and massless modes
as in (2.13)-(2.14), the quantisation functions should enjoy the property (2.16).
Until this stage the reasonings should capture the structure of a very large class, if not all, of massless one-
dimensional models. What however fixes the universality class is the structure of the form factors of local opera-
tors. Indeed it was unravelled in [49] that a model belongs to the Luttinger liquid universality class if and only if
the matrix elements of its local operators taken between two massless excited states, viz. the excited states whose
energies differs from the one of the ground state by 1/L corrections, what corresponds to rapidities collapsing
onto the endpoints of the Fermi zone, take a very specific form. In the special case of ground to excited states, the
arguments developed in the work [49] means that the form factors squared involving solely excitations on the left
and/or right Fermi boundary are given by
:
∏
υ∈{±}
{
Fυ
(
Y | Zυ
Y
)}
: . (4.1)
These building blocks take exactly the same form as for the XXZ chain (2.39), see [49] for more details. The func-
tion ϑυ(Y) arising in these expression is now some non-explicit, model dependent, function. Also, the differential
operators gυ which involve the dependence on the massless rapidities collapsing on the endpoints of the Fermi
zone will take a much more involved form than (2.40). However, due to the indistinguishability phenomenon
discussed earlier when particle and hole excitations collapse on the Fermi boundaries, one may reasonably expect
that gυ = O
(
δ/L
)
, exactly as for the XXZ spin chain. This closes the discussion of the contribution of the massless
modes to the form factors.
It remains to discuss the structure induced by the massive modes. It appears reasonable to assume that such
modes lead to a smooth structure of form factors; such a behaviour is confirmed by the structure of form factors in
massive quantum integrable field theories or those of massive excitations in the XXZ spin-1/2 chain. This means
that if an excited state contains, on top of a swarm of massless excitations, nex massive excitations, then the form
factor should be weighted by an additional power of the volume (1/L)nex and be multiplied by a massive excitation
form factor density function F (γ)(Y). One can reasonably assume F (γ)(Y) to be a smooth function of the massive
excitations rapidities. The latter will be some non-explicit function whose details depend on the model. In fact, in
order for this prefactor to have a true interpretation in terms of a form factor density, this contribution should also
be weighted by the density of each massive mode which corresponds, to the leading order in L, to the derivative
of the quantisation function in respect to its principal variable, exactly as in (2.29). I nonetheless do stress that the
explicit presence of this factor is not that important since it can be incorporated in the definition of the form factor
density F (γ)(Y).
Once that all these ingredients relative to the microscopic structure of the Hilbert space are set, it is evident
that one can re-do the steps outlined in the core of the paper. Indeed, the analysis was not relying at all on the
specific properties of the functions that where dealt with. It is true that some of the steps of the analysis built on
the use of complex variables techniques. One way to deal with the issue is to assume that, in a general model,
the observables -excitation energies, momenta, form factor densities,...- will be analytic functions of the massive
modes’ rapidities, at least in some small vicinity of the curves where the quantised rapidities condense. Otherwise,
in the smooth case, one will have to modify certain arguments by using local polynomial approximations allowing
one to bypass the lack of analyticity, but globally the final result should still hold. More precisely, with such
a structure at hand, equation (3.63) appears to grasp the correct functional form of a form factor expansion in a
massless model belonging to the Luttinger liquid universality class. As it was explained in Section 3.4, some more
properties of the model -the structure of cuts of the form factors in the complex plane- are necessary so as to pass
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onto the momentum picture. It is hard to imagine how to postulate these for a generic model, especially that these
will quite probably depend on the fine details of a model. Still, it seems not so crazy to expect that the form factor
denisties would be smooth functions of the various excitation momenta in the dressed momentum representation,
viz. when one parametises each excitation in terms of its associated momentum. Hence, a representation in the
spirit of (3.75) should also hold, with the sole exception that one ought to substitute the appropriate to the model
and operator expression -usually unknown- for the form factor density of the massive modes. This entails the
functional form of the dynamic response functions since the passage from that representation to the one given in
(3.89) is rather direct.
5 Conclusion
The present work developed techniques which allow one, starting from the large-volume behaviour of form fac-
tors of local operators in the massless regime of the XXZ chain, to write down the thermodynamic limit of a form
factor expansion of the zero-temperature dynamical two-point functions in this model. In particular, in the thermo-
dynamic limit, it carries a constructive and explicit renormalisation of the form factor series which stems from the
dressing of the interactions by the swarm of massless models. The method developed in this work appears quite
general and uses a rather weak input on the details of the model other than the typical features of its universality
class, the Luttinger liquid. The latter property allows one to advocate a certain universal form taken by the form
factor expansions in one-dimensional models, not necessary integrable, belonging to this universality class.
The obtained massless form factor series depends on a control parameter δ which provides one with a scale
allowing one to separate between the massive and massless modes of the model. Although leading to certain
unexplicit terms, this dependence is already enough so as to extract all the physically interesting properties of
the two-point functions such as the long-distance and large-time asymptotic behaviour of dynamic two-point
functions or the singular structure of the dynamic response functions. The techniques for achieving this goal and
the corresponding results will appear in forthcoming publications.
One should note that there would be no principal obstacle to obtain similar representations for the XXX chain
or for the massless regime of the XXZ corresponding to cos(ζ) > 1 and hc;1 > h > hc;2 where hc;1 is the upper,
resp. hc;2 is the lower, critical magnetic field. Also, with a little more work, one could generalise the results of
[47] so as to obtain the large-volume behaviour of the XXZ chain’s form factors corresponding to local operators
taken between two excited states above the ground state. The adaptation of the techniques developed in the present
work along with the formulae that were obtained in [34] would then allow to conform the present technique so as
to construct massless form factor series representation for multi-point dynamical correlation functions of the XXZ
chain.
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Appendix
A Observables in the infinite XXZ chain
A.1 Solutions to the linear integral equations
The observables describing the thermodynamic limit of the spin-1/2 XXZ chain are characterised by means of a
collection of functions solving linear integral equations. These equations are driven by the integral kernel
K(λ | η) = sin(2η)
2π sinh(λ + iη) sinh(λ − iη) . (A.1)
To introduce all of the functions of interest to this work, one starts by defining the Q-dependent dressed
energy which allows one to construct the Fermi zone of the model. It is defined as the solution to the linear
integral equation
ε(λ | Q) +
Q∫
−Q
K
(
λ − µ | ζ) ε(λ | Q) · dµ = h − 4πJ sin(ζ)K(λ | 1
2
ζ
)
. (A.2)
The endpoint of the Fermi zone is defined as the unique [15] positive solution q to ε(q | q) = 0. Then, the function
ε1(λ) ≡ ε(λ | q) corresponds to the dressed energy of the particle-hole excitations of the model. The functions
εr(λ) = rh − 4πJ sin(ζ)K(λ | r2ζ) −
q∫
−q
Kr
(
λ − µ)ε1(µ) · dµ (A.3)
with r ≥ 2 and
Kr(λ) = K
(
λ | 1
2
ζ(r + 1)
)
+ K
(
λ | 1
2
ζ(r − 1)
)
(A.4)
correspond to the dressed energies of the r-bound state excitations. For any 0 < ζ < π/2 and under some
additional constraints for π/2 < ζ < π, one can show [44] that for any r ∈ Nst, there exists cr > 0 such that
εr(λ + iδrπ/2) ≥ cr > 0 for any λ ∈ R. Still, one expects -on the basis of a numerical investigation of the solutions
to (A.3)- that this lower bound holds throughout the whole massless regime 0 < ζ < π, irrespectively of the
mentioned additional conditions on ζ. Also, I recall that δr is such that the central rapidity of the r-string evolves,
in the thermodynamic limit, on R + iδrπ/2. Finally, when r = 1, both options δ1 ∈ {0, 1} are possible.
In order to introduce the dressed momenta of the r-bound states and of the particle-hole excitations, I first
need to define the r-bound state bare phases θr :
θr(λ) = θ
(
λ | 1
2
ζ(r + 1)
)
+ θ
(
λ | 1
2
ζ(r − 1)
)
for r ≥ 2 and θ1(λ) = θ(λ | ζ) (A.5)
with
θ(λ | η) = 2π
∫
Γλ
K(µ − 0+ | η) · dµ . (A.6)
The contour of integration appearing above corresponds to the union of two segments Γλ = [0 ; iℑ(λ)]∪[iℑ(λ) ; λ]
and the −0+ prescription indicates that the poles of the integrand at ±iη + iπZ should be avoided from the left.
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Then, the function
pr(λ) = θ
(
λ | r
2
ζ
) −
q∫
−q
θr
(
λ − µ)p′1(µ) · dµ2π
+ πℓr(ζ) + pFmr(ζ) − 2pF
∑
σ=±
(
1 − δσ,−δr,1)sgn(1 − 2π · r̂+σ2 ζ) · 1Ar,σ (λ) , (A.7)
extended by iπ-periodicity to C, corresponds to the dressed momentum of the r-bound states. Above, I have
introduced
ℓr(ζ) = 1 − r + 2⌊ rζ2π ⌋ and mr(ζ) = 2 − r − δr,1 + 2
∑
υ=±
⌊ζ r+υ
2π
⌋ . (A.8)
Furthermore, 1A stands for the indicator function of the set A, and
η̂ = η − π⌊ η
π
⌋ while Ar,σ =
{
λ ∈ C : π
2
≥ |ℑ(λ)| ≥ min( r̂+σ
2
ζ, π − r̂+σ
2
ζ
)}
. (A.9)
In order to obtain pr, one should first solve the linear integro-differential equation for p1 and then use p1 to
define pr by (A.7). p1 corresponds to the dressed momentum of the particle or hole excitations and pF = p1(q)
corresponds to the Fermi momentum.
One can show [44], under similar conditions on ζ as for the dressed energy, that, for any λ ∈ R∣∣∣p′r(λ + iδr π2 )∣∣∣ > 0 when r ∈ Nst and min(p′1(λ) , −p′1(λ + iπ2 )) > 0 . (A.10)
Again, a numerical investigation indicates that (A.10) does, in fact, hold irrespectively of the value of ζ.
Finally, the r-bound dressed phase is defined as the solution to
φr(λ, µ) =
1
2π
θr
(
λ − µ) −
q∫
−q
K(λ − ν)φr(ν, µ) · dν + mr(ζ)
2
(A.11)
and the dressed charge solves
Z(λ) +
q∫
−q
K(λ − µ)Z(µ) · dµ = 1 . (A.12)
The dressed charge is related to the dressed phase by the identities [42]:
φ1(λ, q) − φ1(λ,−q) + 1 = Z(λ) and 1 + φ1(q, q) − φ1(−q, q) = 1
Z(q)
. (A.13)
It is easy to see that the difference of boundary values of the dressed phase
∆φσr (λ, µ) = φr
(
λ, µ + if r+σ
2
ζ
+ i0+
)
− φr
(
λ, µ + if r+σ
2
ζ
− i0+
)
, (A.14)
with fη defined below of (2.30), satisfies to the linear integral equation
∆φσr (λ, µ) +
q∫
−q
K(λ − ν)∆φσr (ν, µ) · dν = uσr 1]µ ;+∞[(λ) λ, µ ∈ R . (A.15)
Here, uσr is as given in (2.34). In particular, for µ < −q, it holds that
∆φσr (λ, µ) = u
σ
r · Z(λ) for λ ∈ [−q ; q] . (A.16)
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A.2 The bound states
It has been proven in [44] that for π/2 < ζ < π an r bound state centred on R + isπ/2, s ∈ {0, 1}, exists if and only
if the below constraints are all simultaneously satisfied:
(−1)s sin [kζ] · sin [(r − k)ζ] > 0 for k = 1, . . . , r − 1. (A.17)
These are precisely the conditions argued earlier by Suzuki-Takahashi [70] and, subsequently, in [17, 19, 40].
However, for 0 < ζ < π/2, the work [44] proved that an r bound state centred on R− iκrπ/2, exists if and only
if the below constraints are all simultaneously satisfied:
(−1)κr · sin
(
πζ
π − ζ (k − p)
)
· sin
(
πζ
π − ζ (r − k + p − κr − 1)
)
> 0 (A.18)
for k = 1, . . . , r − 2 and k ∈ [[wp + 1 ; wp+1 − 1 ]]. Above, κr = ⌊(r − 1)ζ/π⌋ and
wp =
⌊(
p − κr
2
+ (r − 1) ζ
2π
)π
ζ
⌋
. (A.19)
B The operator B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
and restricted sums
The present appendix is devoted to the computation of the action of the functional B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
on the discrete form
factor Fυ(Y | Zυ), this up to some δ, m and L dependent corrections. The main result of this computation is the
representation
: lim
L→+∞
∏
υ=±
B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
[
Fυ
(
Y | ∗) | Y] : = ∏
υ=±
{
eimυℓυpF[ − imυ]ϑυ(Y)2
}
·
(
1 + O
(∑
υ=±
{
δ
∣∣∣ ln |mυ|∣∣∣ + δ2|mυ| + e−δ|mυ |})) (B.1)
where mυ = υm − vF t.
In the handlings that follow, I will assume that the remainders are such that it is allowed to carry out the various
interchanges of symbols. One first focuses on B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
[
Fυ
(
Y | ∗) | Y]. Then, the first step consists in changing the
variables in (3.62) as
1
2π
ξ̂1
(
µa | Y) = ta and 12π ξ̂1(λa | Y) = ka . (B.2)
Upon inserting the explicit expression for the discrete form factor Fυ given in (2.39), this yields
B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
[
Fυ
(
Y | ∗) | Y] = G2(1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ)
G2
(
1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ) ·
(
2π
L
)(ϑυ(Y)+νυ)2
×
∑
np−nh=ℓυ
∫
I
(υ)
p
dnpk
np!
np∏
a=1
[
L eimu˜1(ka ,v)+˜gυ(ka)
]
·
∫
I
(υ)
h
dnh t
nh!
nh∏
a=1
[
L e−imu˜1(ta,v)−˜gυ(ta)
]
· R
(
Z | −υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ
)
.
(B.3)
Here, the function R is as defined in (2.41) and depends on the collection of integration variables
Z =
{{
υ
(
Lka − Nυ)}np
1
;
{
υ
(
Nυ − Lta) − 1}nh
1
}
. (B.4)
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Also, the integration in (B.3) runs over the intervals
I
(υ)
p = υ
[
Nυ−υ/4
L
; Nυ−υ/4
L
+ i
δsυu
2π
]
and I
(υ)
h
= −υ
[
Nυ−3υ/4
L
; Nυ−3υ/4
L
− i δsυu
2π
]
(B.5)
where I remind that sυu = sgn
(
u′
1
(υq, v)
)
. Finally, I have set
u˜1(s, v) = u1
(
ξ̂ −11 (2πs | Y), v
)
and g˜υ(s) = gυ
(
ξ̂ −11 (2πs | Y)
)
. (B.6)
At this stage, it remains to shift the integration variables by 1
L
Nυ and expand the functions appearing in the
exponents around 0. One has
g˜υ
(
Nυ
L
+ s
)
= O
(
δ
∑
υ′=±
∂νυ′
)
(B.7)
Above, O
(
δ
∑
υ′=± ∂νυ′
)
refers to the presence of some function of the differential operators ∂ν± such that each
derivative is always preceded by a prefactor which is, at most, of the magnitude O(δ). Also, one has the expansion
m u˜1
(
Nυ
L
+ s, v
)
= m u˜1
(
Nυ
L
, v
)
+ m s · u˜ ′1
(
Nυ
L
, v
)
+ O
(
δ2(|m| + |t|))
= υmpF + m s · u˜ ′1
(
Nυ
L
, v
)
+ O
(
(δ2 + 1
L
)
∑
υ=±
|mυ|
)
. (B.8)
Here, one obtains the second line by noting that
mu˜1
(
Nυ
L
, v
)
= υmpF + O
( |m| + |t|
L
)
(B.9)
and by using that 2m = m+ − m− and −2vF t = m+ + m−.
All these simplifications yield
B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
[
Fυ
(
Y | ∗) | Y] = eiυmℓυpF G2(1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ)
G2
(
1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ) ·
(
2π
L
)(ϑυ(Y)+νυ)2
×
∑
np−nh=ℓυ
Lnp+nh
np! nh!
− υ
4L
+i
δsυu
2π∫
− υ
4L
dnpk
− 3υ
4L
−i δs
υ
u
2π∫
− 3υ
4L
dnh t exp
{
im u˜ ′1
(
Nυ
L
, v
)[ np∑
a=1
ka −
nh∑
a=1
ta
]} · (υ)np · (−υ)nh
× R
(
Z | −υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ
)
·
(
1 + O
(
δ2
∑
υ=±
|mυ| + 1L
∑
υ=±
|mυ| + δ
∑
υ′=±
∂νυ′
))
. (B.10)
In (B.10), the argument Z of R reads
Z =
{{
υLka
}np
1
;
{
− υLta − 1
}nh
1
}
. (B.11)
Even though the remainders involving differential operators appear in the rhs of (B.10), one should bear in mind
that they will act on the lhs of the series once that the : ∗ : order is imposed.
Recall that, in fact, one is only interested in computing the thermodynamic limit of the action of the func-
tionals B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
. Thus, one can add additional terms to the integrals that will presumably not change the value of the
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thermodynamic limit, much in the spirit of the replacements that have been discussed in Section 3.2. Indeed, the
below replacement in k or t-based one-dimensional integrals only produces O(L−1) corrections
υL
− υ
4L
+i
δsυu
2π∫
− υ
4L
dk ֒→
∮
Γ
(υ)
p
dk
Lsυu
e2iπLks
υ
u − 1
(
1 + O
(
L−1
))
+ Lsυu
∫
Γ
(υ,ηυ(v))
p
dk (B.12)
and
−υL
− 3υ
4L
−i δs
υ
u
2π∫
− 3υ
4L
dt ֒→
∮
Γ
(υ)
h
dt
Lsυu
1 − e−2iπLtsυu
(
1 + O
(
L−1
)) − Lsυu
∫
Γ
(υ,ηυ(v))
h
dt . (B.13)
The contours Γ
(υ)
p/h
arising in (B.12)-(B.13) are depicted in Figure 8 and
ηυ(v) =
{ ↑ if sυu = +
↓ if sυu = −
and ηυ(v) =
{ ↓ if sυu = +
↑ if sυu = −
. (B.14)
R
δ
2π
b b
3
4L
1
4L Γ
(−)
h
Γ
(−)
p
Γ
(−,↑)
p
Γ
(−,↓)
p
Γ
(−,↑)
h
Γ
(−,↓)
h
R
δ
2π
b b
− 1
4L
− 3
4L Γ
(+)
p
Γ
(+)
h
Γ
(+,↑)
h
Γ
(+,↓)
h
Γ
(+,↑)
p
Γ
(+,↓)
p
Figure 8: Contours Γ
(+)
p/h
-depicted in the bottom graph- and Γ
(−)
p/h
-depicted in the top graph-. One has Γ
(υ,↑)
p/h
=
Γ
(υ)
p/h
∩
{
R + iδ/2π
}
and Γ
(υ,↓)
p/h
= Γ
(υ)
p/h
∩
{
R − iδ/2π
}
.
It appears convenient to introduce the integration measures
Dnpυ k =
np∏
a=1
{
Lsυu
e2iπLkas
υ
u − 1
}
· d
npk
np!
and Dnhυ t =
nh∏
a=1
{
Lsυu
1 − e−2iπLtasυu
}
· d
nh t
nh!
. (B.15)
The contour substitutions (B.12) and (B.13) introduce a new partitioning of the integration variables in (B.10)
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what recasts the functional as
B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
[
Fυ
(
Y | ∗) | Y] = eiυmℓυpF G2(1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ)
G2
(
1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ) ·
(
2π
L
)(ϑυ(Y)+νυ)2
×
∑
nυ+lυ
=ℓυ
∑
nx−ny
=nυ
∑
np−nh
=lυ
∮
Γ
(υ)
p
Dnpυ k
∮
Γ
(υ)
h
Dnhυ t
∫
Γ
(υ,ηυ(v))
p
dnx x
(sυuL)
nx
nx!
∫
Γ
(υ,ηυ(v))
h
dnyy
(−sυuL)ny
ny!
× exp
{
im u˜ ′1
(Nυ
L
, v
)[ np∑
a=1
ka +
nx∑
a=1
xa −
nh∑
a=1
ta −
ny∑
a=1
ya
]}
× R
(
Zx,y ∪ Zk,t | −υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ
)
·
(
1 + O
(
δ2
∑
υ=±
|mυ| + 1L
∑
υ=±
|mυ| + δ
∑
υ′=±
∂νυ′
))
. (B.16)
Here, I have introduced two sets of variables
Zx,y =
{{
υLxa
}nx
1
;
{ − υLya − 1}ny1 } and Zk,t = {{υLka}np1 ; { − υLta − 1}nh1 } (B.17)
and the union of sets Zx,y ∪ Zk,t means joining together the k and x variables as well as the t and y variables. The
contour integrals over Γ
(υ)
p and Γ
(υ)
h
can be evaluated by taking the residues at
ka =
υ
L
pa , ta = −υ
L
(ha + 1) with pa, ha ∈ N (B.18)
and by using the symmetry of the integrand. Also, by using the analyticity of the integrand, one can deform the
integration domains as
Γ
(υ,ηυ(v))
p ֒→ −υsυu
[
isυu
δ
2π
; isυu∞
[
and Γ
(υ,ηυ(v))
h
֒→ −υsυu
[
− isυu δ2π ; −isυu∞
[
(B.19)
where the −υsυu pre-factor corresponds to the orientation of the interval. Thus, eventually, one gets
B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
[
Fυ
(
Y | ∗) | Y] = eiυmℓυpF G2(1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ)
G2
(
1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ
) · (2π
L
)(ϑυ(Y)+νυ)2
×
∑
nυ+lυ
=ℓυ
∑
nx−ny
=nυ
+∞∫
δ
2π
dnx x
(−iυsυuL)nx
nx!
+∞∫
δ
2π
dnyy
(−iυsυuL)ny
ny!
exp
{
− m
∣∣∣ u˜ ′1(NυL , v)∣∣∣ · [
nx∑
a=1
xa +
ny∑
a=1
ya
]}
∑
Zp,h :
np−nh = lυ
e
i
m
L
υ u˜ ′
1
(Nυ
L
,v
)
J(Zp,h) · R
(
Z˜x,y ∪Zp,h | −υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ
)
×
(
1 + O
(
δ2
∑
υ=±
|mυ| + 1L
∑
υ=±
|mυ| + δ
∑
υ′=±
∂νυ′
))
. (B.20)
Above, it is undercurrent that
Zp,h =
{
{pa}np1 ; {ha}nh1
}
and Z˜x,y =
{{
υiLsυuxa
}nx
1
;
{
υLisυuya − 1
}ny
1
}
(B.21)
as well as
J(Zp,h) =
np∑
a=1
pa +
nh∑
a=1
(ha + 1) . (B.22)
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Finally, the summation in (B.20) runs through all the possible choices of the set Zp,h, viz. of pa, ha ∈ N such that
np−nh = lυ and p1 < · · · < pnp , resp. h1 < · · · < hnh . Straightforward estimates and the lower bound xa, ya ≥ δ/2π
ensures that one has the large-L behaviour
R
(
Z˜x,y∪Zp,h | ν
)
=
( L
2π
)n2υ+2nυ(ν+lυ) · Dυ(Zx,y | ν + lυ)( − iυsυuL)nx+ny ·R
(
Zp,h | ν
)
·
np∏
a=1
ϕ
(υ)
x,y
(
pa
L
)
nh∏
a=1
ϕ
(υ)
x,y
(
− ha+1
L
) ·(1 + O(nx + nyδL
))
. (B.23)
Here Zx,y =
{
{xa}nx1 ; {ya}
ny
1
}
,
Dυ(Zx,y | ν) = (−1)nυ · (2iπυsυu)n2υ+2nυν · (sin(πν)π
)2ny ·
nx∏
a=1
x2νa
ny∏
a=1
y2νa
·
nx∏
a<b
(xa − xb)2 ·
ny∏
a<b
(ya − yb)2
nx∏
a=1
ny∏
b=1
(xa + yb)2
(B.24)
and
ϕ
(υ)
x,y(w) =
nx∏
a=1
(
1 − w
iυsυuxa
)2
ny∏
a=1
(
1 +
w
iυsυuya
)2 . (B.25)
One is now in position to take a partial L → +∞ limit of the series. By using that u˜ ′
1
(Nυ
L
, v
)
= 2πυmυ, with
mυ = υm − vF t one obtains
B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
[
Fυ
(
Y | ∗) | Y] = eimυℓυpF ∑
nυ+lυ
=ℓυ
∑
nx−ny
=nυ
∫
δ
2π
dnx x
nx!
∫
δ
2π
dnyy
ny!
exp
{
− 2π|mυ| ·
[ nx∑
a=1
xa +
ny∑
a=1
ya
]}
× Dυ(Zx,y | −υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − nυ) · Gυ(Zx,y) · (1 + O(δ2∑
υ=±
|mυ| + δ
∑
υ′=±
∂νυ′
))
. (B.26)
Above, I have introduced
Gυ(Zx,y) = G2(1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − ℓυ)
G2
(
1 − υϑυ(Y) − υνυ) · limL→+∞
{(
2π
L
)(υϑυ(Y)+υνυ+nυ)2
×
∑
Zp,h :
np−nh = lυ
e
iυ
m
L
u˜ ′
1
(Nυ
L
,v
)
J(Zp,h) · R
(
Zp,h | −υϑυ(Y) − υνυ − nυ − lυ
)
·
np∏
a=1
ϕ
(υ)
x,y
(
pa
L
)
nh∏
a=1
ϕ
(υ)
x,y
(
− ha+1
L
)
}
. (B.27)
One can convince oneself that the term in (B.26) corresponding to nx x-integrations and ny y-integrations can
be bounded by e−|mυ |δ(nx+ny) provided that δ|mυ| > c > 0 for some c > 0
Therefore, the only term in (B.26) not giving rise to an exponential behaviour in δ|mυ| corresponds to taking
nυ = 0 and nx = ny = 0. For that particular choice, one has that ϕ
(υ)
x,y
(
w
)
= 1 and then the series in (B.27)
corresponds to a so-called restricted sum. When ℓ = 0, these appeared for the first time in the context of harmonic
analysis on GL∞ [27, 59] and, for any ℓ ∈ Z, in the study of the large-x and low-temperature expansion of
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correlation function in the non-linear Schrödinger model [48]. It has been shown in [27] for ℓ = 0 and in [31] for
general ℓ, see also [34, 49] for other proofs, that the following summation identity holds
G2(1 + ν − ℓ)
G2(1 + ν)
(2π
L
)ν2 ∑
Zp,h : np−nh = ℓ
ei
x
L
J(Zp,h) · R(Zp,h | ν − ℓ) = ( 2π/L
1 − ei
x
L
)ν2
. (B.28)
The summation identity allows one to compute readily the L→ +∞ limit of Gυ({{∅}; {∅}}), hence leading to
B̂ (υ)
ℓυ
[
Fυ
(
Y | ∗) | Y] = eiυmℓυpF
[−imυ](ϑυ(Y)+νυ)2
·
(
1 + O
(
δ2
∑
υ=±
|mυ| +
∑
υ=±
e−|mυ |δ + δ
∑
υ′=±
∂νυ′
)
. (B.29)
It then remains to take the product and compute the effect of the operator ordering : ∗ :. Due to the form of
the leading term, its action only produces logarithmic corrections, viz. the operator ordering amounts to the
substitution
O
(
δ
∑
υ=±
∂νυ
)
֒→ O
(
δ
∑
υ=±
ln |mυ|
)
, (B.30)
what entails the claim.
C A discrete/continuous Fourier transform
The purpose of this appendix is to compute the discrete time and space Fourier transform that arises in the context
of studying spectral functions:
T [W](k, ω) =
∑
m∈Z
∫
R
ei(ωt−km)W(m+,m−)∏
υ=±
(
i
[
vF(t − i0+) − υm
])δυ · dt with mυ = υm − vF(t − i0+) . (C.1)
In this representation, W is a function of two variables that is analytic inH+×H+ and that admits the large variable
asymptotic expansion, uniform on H
+ × H+ of the type
W(ϕ+, ϕ−) = 1 +
∑
υ=±
Vυ(ϕυ) +
n+∑
a+=1
n−∑
a−=1
wa+,a− ·
∏
υ=±
{P(υ)aυ ( ln[−iϕυ])
[−iϕυ]αaυ,υ
}
+ O
(∏
υ=±
[−iϕυ]−α0,υ
)
(C.2)
where
Vυ(ϕυ) =
sυ∑
a=1
v
(υ)
a ·
Q
(υ)
a
(
ln[−iϕυ])
[−iϕυ]γa,υ
+ O
(
[−iϕυ]−γ0,υ
)
. (C.3)
Here P
(υ)
a , Q
(υ)
a are some polynomials. The constants controlling the power-law decay are such that
0 < α1,υ < · · · < αnυ,υ < α0,υ and 0 < γ1,υ < · · · < γsυ,υ < α0,υ . (C.4)
Furthermore, the largest coefficients satisfy
γ0,υ + δυ > 1 and α0,υ + δυ > 1 . (C.5)
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Proposition C.1. Under the above assumptions, and provided that for some 0 < τ < 1,
W(ϕ+, ϕ−) = 1 + O
(∑
υ=±
1
[−iϕυ]1−τ
)
(C.6)
it holds, in the sense of distributions, and for δυ ≥ 0,
T [W](k, ω) = (2π)
2
2vF
∑
n∈Z
∏
υ=±
{
Ξ
[
ω + υvF(k + 2πn)
] · (ω + υvF(k + 2πn)
2vF
)δυ−1}
×
{
1
Γ(δ+)Γ(δ−)
+
∑
υ=±
O
([
ω + υvF(k + 2πn)
]1−τ)}
(C.7)
Proof —
To start with one observes that T (k, ω) can be recast as
T [W](k, ω) =
∑
m∈Z
∫
R2
ei(ωt−kx)δ(x − m)∏
υ=±
(
i
[
vF(t − i0+) − υx])δυW
(
x − vF(t − i0+),−x − vF(t − i0+)
)
· dt dx
=
∑
n∈Z
∫
R2
ei(ωt−(k+2πn)x)∏
υ=±
(
i
[
vF(t − i0+) − υx])δυW
(
x − vF(t − i0+),−x − vF(t − i0+)
)
· dt dx
=
∑
n∈Z
∫
R2
∏
υ=±
{
e−iϕυΩυ,n(
− i[ϕυ + i0+])δυ
}
W
(
ϕ+ + i0
+, ϕ− + i0+
)
· dϕ+dϕ−
2vF
. (C.8)
Above, I have set
Ωυ,n =
ω + υvF(k + 2πn)
2vF
. (C.9)
In the intermediate steps one uses the Fourier series expansion of the Dirac Comb:
∑
m∈Z
δ(x − m) = ∑
n∈Z
e2iπnx and,
subsequently, changes the variables to ϕυ = −(vF t − υx). Since W is analytic and bounded on H+ ×H+, it follows
by deforming the integrals to +i∞, that, whenever Ωυ;n < 0, the integral vanishes. Hence, one has that
T [W](k, ω) =
∑
n∈Z
∏
υ=±
{
Ξ(Ωυ;n
)[
Ωυ;n
]δυ−1} ∫
R2
∏
υ=±
{
e−iϕυ(
− i[ϕυ + i0+])δυ
}
W
(
ϕ+
Ω+;n
+i0+,
ϕ−
Ω−;n
+i0+
)· dϕ+dϕ−
2vF
. (C.10)
At this stage it remains to deform the integration contours to the lines
{
R + iǫ+
} × {R + iǫ−} for some ǫ± > 0 small
enough and then inject the asymptotic expansion (C.2) into (C.10). This yields
T [W](k, ω) = 1
2vF
∑
n∈Z
∏
υ=±
{
Ξ
(
Ωυ;n
) · [Ωυ;n]δυ−1}
×
{
J(δ+) J(δ−) +
∑
υ=±
sυ∑
a=1
v
(υ)
a · J(δ−υ) · Q(υ)a
(
∂γa,υ
) · {[Ωυ;n]γa,υ · J(δυ + γa,υ)}
+
n+∑
a+=1
n−∑
a−=1
wa+,a− ·
∏
υ=±
(
P
(υ)
aυ
(
∂αaυ,υ
) · {[Ωυ;n]αaυ,υ J(δυ + αaυ,υ)}) + r(Ω+;n,Ω−;n)
}
. (C.11)
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J(δ) are given as one dimensional integrals
J(δ) =
∫
R
e−iϕ( − i[ϕ + i0+])δ · dϕ =
2π
Γ(δ)
(C.12)
where the explicit result comes from deforming the contour to a loop around −iR and recognising the definition
of the Gamma function. Finally, the remainder r
(
Ω+;n,Ω−;n
)
is readily seen to be bounded as
∣∣∣r(Ω+;n,Ω−;n)∣∣∣ ≤ C∏
υ=±
{
Ξ
(
Ωυ;n
) · [Ωυ;n]δυ−1}
×
{∑
υ=±
∫
R
[
Ωυ;n
]γ0,υ
|ϕ + iǫυ|δυ+γ0,υ
· dϕ +
∏
υ=±
∫
R
[
Ωυ;n
]α0,υ
|ϕ + iǫυ|δυ+α0,υ
· dϕ
}
. (C.13)
The integrals converge due to the conditions (C.5) and the bounds (C.6) then allow one to provide an estimate on
all the power laws appearing in the expansions (C.11).
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